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MESSAGE FROM THE CAO 

As the elected Council of the Municipality you hold the responsibility to set strategic 

direction for the organization and to approve budgets.  My role is to ensure that a 

reasonable budget is placed before you and once approved, to carry out the wishes of 

Municipal Council through operational decisions. 

Council has adopted a strategic plan for the Municipality and it is outlined below.  We 

have changed our budget format this year.  Initiatives put before Council are outlined 

in a way that emphasizes how that initiative sync’s with the strategic objectives 

approved by Council.  In each of the individual departments’ business plans, you will 

be able to see the significant new initiatives, the related human resource 

commitment and the financial cost, if it goes beyond staff time.  The form also 

explains how the initiative matches strategic objectives. 

The economic realities of our world have taken a front step in the preparation of this year’s budget, as they do 

most years.  We begin and end our draft budget efforts with a desire to limit tax increases to be experienced by 

the “average” taxpayer in East Hants.  I am satisfied that we have done a good job of this while still allocating 

resources to move ahead with some important initiatives. 

For many years East Hants has seen extraordinary residential growth.  Along with that growth has come increased 

demand for services.  Provision of those services at reasonable tax rates has been a challenge as our 

commercial/industrial growth has lagged behind residential growth.  The draft budget continues to focus on 

efforts to expand our commercial tax base.  Our efforts address the strategic objectives of generation of economic 

opportunities for growth.  

Two of the major objectives of the Municipality, that will draw attention this year, are increasing the efficiency 

and effectiveness of operations and improving municipal relationships with the business community and 

developers, while respecting the rights of residents.  We will look for better ways to serve the public and in 

particular ways to get businesses moving as efficiently as we can.  In particular, we will continue efforts to 

rebrand the Municipality and live up to our three core values.  A project to improve our e-government services will 

be pursued that will give better access to services required by businesses.  Internal organizational improvements 

will be achieved through implementation of recommendations coming from an Information Management Project 

started in 2011/2012. 

From the perspective of the CAO’s office the election in October 2012 will be a primary focus.  I am also of the 

opinion however, that increased attention needs to be paid to our internal processes and procedures and to our 

legislative framework under which we operate.  Municipal bylaws need attention in a number of areas and that 

work will continue through 2012.  

DEPARMENT OF ADMINISTRATION 

There are two key projects to be led by this department.  The first is phase two of an Information Management 

Plan which relates to our strategic direction of a more efficient and effective organization.  The second is part of 
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the IT strategy which will see us pursue implementation of an enhanced e-government system that relates to the 

strategic direction of improving municipal relationships with businesses. 

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 

The Department of Economic and Business Development plans to continue to focus on encouraging businesses to 

come to East Hants.  Attention will be paid to the impact of projects planned for the Stanfield International 

Airport and opportunities arising from the Irving Shipbuilding contract.  The department’s activities will primarily 

focus on strategic objectives 1, 3 and 9 noted below. 

DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING SERVICES 

The Department of Engineering Services plans to carry on with major capital projects related to sewer and water 

plants in Milford and Shubenacadie in line with strategic directions 1 and 10 shown below.  Another important 

initiative in 2012 will be the installation of sidewalks in Milford and Shubenacadie in accordance with strategic 

directions 3 and 10. 

DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE 

The Department of Finance plans to focus on strategic direction 9 related to enhanced efficiency and effectiveness 

in the upcoming year.  They will continue with a quality improvement process and undertake a risk measurement 

and control project. 

DEPARTMENT OF OPERATIONAL SERVICES 

The Department of Operational Services plans to focus on quality of life and, of particular note, an increased 

attention to Occupational Health and Safety Initiatives. 

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

The Department of Planning and Development projects for 2012/2013 will relate primarily to strategic direction 8 - 

use of the East Hants Official Community Plan to guide land use and development decisions to foster orderly and 

focused growth.  This will include projects related to an updated boundary review for growth management and 

growth reserve areas, floodplain mapping updates, and a traffic flow study. 

 

DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND CULTURE 

The Department of Recreation and Culture pays close attention to the strategic direction of strengthening 

recreation initiatives that improve healthy lifestyles and quality of life.  Some of the initiatives proposed to 

achieve this include ongoing physical activity, leadership and youth leadership programs.  In 2012, the Municipality 

will also be addressing results of the 2011 Needs Assessment report commissioned through the department.  

The business plans of the various departments are a combination of projects that are designed to improve the 

internal workings of municipal operations and also to enhance our interface with the outside world, particularly as 

it relates to our efforts to encourage commercial development.  

 
Connie Nolan, CA 

Chief Administrative Officer  
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MUNICIPALITY OF EAST HANTS VISION 

East Hants is a vibrant, diverse, growing Municipality attractive to residents and visitors because of our unique: 

 Blend of urban and rural 

residential settings 

 Commercial activities 

 Programs and services 

 History 

 Cultures and values 

 Active healthy lifestyle 

 Affordable housing 

 Beautiful landscapes 

 Volunteers 

 Recreation opportunities 

These strengths, combined with sustainable economic development, a skilled work force, strong agriculture and 

tourism sectors, productive working relationships, and open government processes, ensure we are recognized as a 

leading Municipality in Nova Scotia. 

MUNICIPALITY OF EAST HANTS MISSION 

The Municipality of East Hants exists to deliver services in a financially responsible manner to diverse communities 

while; fostering sustainable development, preserving the natural environment and creating a high quality of life. 

The Municipality of East Hants respects the interests of its citizens, promotes active healthy lifestyles and values 

our history and our culture. 

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS 

The strategic directions identified in the Municipality’s February 2011 Strategic Plan are as follows: 

1. Generation of economic opportunities for growth. 

2. Develop evaluation criteria that will allow the Council to prioritize capital projects and to develop a 

multi-year plan for implementation. – Completed 

3. Heighten the visibility of the Municipality as a dynamic and viable community. 

4. Improve the working relationship between and among Councillors and staff. 

5. Improve the Municipal relationships with the business community and developers while respecting the 

rights of residents. 

6. Promote Tourism with more effective focus on selected sites or attributes. 

7. Strengthen Recreation initiatives that improve healthy lifestyles and quality of life. 

8. Use the East Hants Official Community Plan to guide land use and development decisions to foster orderly 

and focused growth. 

9. Enhance organizational efficiency and effectiveness. 

10. Enhance commitment to environmental sustainability. 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE BUSINESS PLAN AND 
BUDGET 2012/2013 

This document is a comprehensive business plan for the Municipality of East Hants consisting of each Department’s 

business plan for the upcoming 2012/2013 fiscal year. 

Each departmental business plan provides details as follows: 

 departmental strategy, 

 departmental services, 

 upcoming priority projects and services (Priority 1),  

 any contingent projects and services that may be completed if resources and schedule allow (Priority 2), 

 staffing compliment, 

 budget, including highlights of the budget for the upcoming fiscal year, as well as a prior year budget-to-

budget variance analysis. 

Identified projects and services are aligned with the Municipal vision, mission and strategic directions, the CAO’s 

strategic focus and/or the Departmental strategies.  In addition, each initiative provides estimated scope of cross-

departmental involvement, estimated budget, performance measures and critical success factors to ensure 

projects and services are executed successfully. 
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COUNCIL STRATEGY 

COUNCIL – MISSION STATEMENT 

The Municipality of East Hants exists to deliver services in a financially responsible manner to diverse communities 

while; fostering sustainable development, preserving the natural environment and creating a high quality of life. 

The Municipality of East Hants respects the interests of its citizens, promotes active healthy lifestyles and values 

our history and our culture. 

COUNCIL - MUNICIPALITY OF EAST HANTS STRATEGIC PLAN 

East Hants is a vibrant, diverse, growing municipality attractive to residents and visitors because of our unique; 

 Blend of urban and rural residential settings 

 Commercial activities 

 Programs and services 

 History 

 Cultures and values 

 Active healthy lifestyle 

 Affordable housing 

 Beautiful landscapes 

 Volunteers 

 Recreation opportunities 

These strengths, combined with sustainable economic development, a skilled workforce, strong agriculture and 

tourism sectors, productive working relationships, and open government processes, ensure we are recognized as a 

leading municipality in Nova Scotia. 
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SUMMARY OF SERVICES PROVIDED 

COUNCIL 

Council works to make decisions on the best level of service required to meet the needs of residents living in the 

Municipality of East Hants. 

Council provides a range of services to the public through the following service areas: 

 Transportation Services 

Subdivision roads become the responsibility of the municipality once installed by the developer during the 

subdivision process.  Sidewalks exist throughout the Enfield, Elmsdale and Lantz corridor areas and are 

the financial responsibility of the Municipality. 

 Environmental and Operational Services 

Water and Sewer services and well as the disposal of solid waste. 

 Recreation and Cultural Services 

These services enhance the well-being of residents and their quality of life. While some programming is 

provided ( primarily a pool) the services generally consist of assistance and support to a multitude of 

volunteer groups.  

 Education/Libraries 

Municipalities in Nova Scotia are not involved in education policy making; however they are required to 

collect property taxes earmarked for education. 

Library services are provided in conjunction with the Colchester East Hants Regional Library, at two 

branch libraries in Elmsdale and Mt Uniacke. 

 Protective Services 

Municipality of East Hants is policed by the RCMP under contract provisions between the Province of Nova 

Scotia and the Federal Government. Fire protection is provided by volunteer fire departments which are 

funded through Municipal taxation. The Municipality also offers dog control and Bylaw enforcement 

services. 

 Planning Services 

A considerable portion of the Municipality is subject to land planning regulations and the Municipality has 

a department offering planning and development services. This department is also responsible for Building 

Inspection. 
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PRIORITY 1 - ONE-TIME PROJECTS AND NEW SERVICES 

The following is a planned one-time project that can be realistically achieved by Council for the 2012/2013 

fiscal year.  This priority one-time project is in addition to the day-to-day operations of Council and may vary from 

year-to-year.  The priorities listed below are categorized by the Council service areas described in the “Summary 

of Services Provided” Section.    

Education/Libraries 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Education 

Overview: Municipal elections will be held in October 2012.  Municipal staff will provide the new Council with a full day 
orientation session.  The Province and Union of Nova Scotia Municipalities provide various workshops to provide 
information for new Councils/Councillors regarding various issues, i.e. local municipal government, Roberts 
Rules of Order, Conflict of Interest, Running Effective Meeting, etc.   
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
Education opportunities for new Councils/Councillors enhance and provides for effective, efficient decision 
making. 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

The CAO and all directors required to attend the Municipal Orientation Session.  The CAO may 
attend various education opportunities provided by the province and Union of Nova Scotia 
Municipalities along with interested Councillors. 

Financial 
Resources: 

$6,000 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   Better informed newly elected officials    

Target:   Satisfaction of participants 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Relevance of information 

 Appropriate amounts of information 
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STAFFING COMPLIMENT 

Council Organizational Chart: 

 

  
Municipal Council 

CAO 

Connie Nolan 

Executive Assistant/Deputy Clerk 

Janice VanTol 

Recording Secretary 

Sheralee Mitchell-MacEwan 
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OPERATING BUDGET 

COUNCIL BUDGET 

 

Table 1: Council Budget. 

 

COUNCIL BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS 

 

Table 2: Council Budget Highlights for Fiscal Year 2012/2013. 

Description Amount 
Impact On 

GTR USR Reserves 

ONE-TIME PROJECT     

Education $6,000 $6,000   

Sub-Total One-Time Projects $6,000 $6,000   

 

2011/2012 

Projection

2011/2012 

Budget

2012/2013 

Budget

*   SALARIES/HONORARIUMS & BENEFITS 300,124$         288,493$         303,850$         

*   STAFF TRAINING AND EDUCATION -$                     3,900$             8,000$             

*   SUPPLIES 514$                1,000$             1,000$             

    6083  INTERNET 9,000$              10,100$             9,000$              

    6065  COMMITTEE COSTS 1,000$              2,000$              2,000$              

    6072  UNSM/FCM RELATIONS 30,000$             33,000$             30,100$             

    6100  ADVERTISING 1,500$              1,000$              2,000$              

    6116  CELLULAR TELEPHONE 360$                 360$                 360$                 

    6160  PROMOTION 300$                 300$                 -$                     

*   OTHER OPERATIONAL COSTS 42,160$           46,760$           43,460$           

    8100  PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 8,114$              3,000$              3,000$              

*   SERVICES ACQUIRED 8,114$             3,000$             3,000$             

    8150  GRANTS/SUBSIDIES TO ORGANIZATIONS 7,000$              13,000$             21,000$             

*   GRANTS TO GROUPS 7,000$             13,000$           21,000$           

**  EXPENSES 357,912$         356,153$         380,310$         

*** TOTAL EXPENDITURE (REVENUE) 357,912$         356,153$         380,310$         
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Table 3: Reconciliation of Significant Budget-to-Budget Variances 

 

Description Amount

INCREASES / (DECREASES) IN EXPENSES

Honoraria & Benefits (COLA & Adjustments) 15,357$             

Increase in Training & Education (includes Education Initiative Costs) 4,100$               

Increase in Grants to fund the Elmsdale Village Square project 8,000$               

Net decrease in various operating expenses (3,300)$             

Sub-Total Expense Variances 24,157$             

(INCREASES) / DECREASES IN TRANSFERS FROM RESERVES

Increase in transfers from reserves to fund the Elmsdale Village Square Grant (8,000)$             

Sub-Total Reserve Funding Variances (8,000)$             

NET IMPACT ON GENERAL TAX RATE 16,157$             
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DEPARTMENT STRATEGY 

DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION - MISSION STATEMENT 

To provide effective, efficient and quality services to our internal clients (other employees) enabling them to 

provide enhanced levels of service to the citizens of East Hants, as well as protect public safety through proactive 

emergency planning and by-law enforcement. 

This mission statement is achieved by the implementation of the following objectives: 

 Foster the development of the Municipality’s human resources. 

 Deliver and support effective and efficient information technology solutions for our internal and external 

clients. 

 Proactively educate the public and provide prompt enforcement of the Municipal By-laws. 

 Provide the municipal organization with the necessary administrative tools to carry out their day-to-day 

job responsibilities. 

 Ensure the safety and security of citizens, their property and the environment by planning for a prompt 

and coordinated response to an emergency. 

 Conduct the necessary research and study of opportunities and special projects as identified by Council 

and the Chief Administrative Officer. 

SUMMARY OF SERVICES PROVIDED 

DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION  

The Administration Department provides internal support to Council and the employees of the Municipality, as well 

as the general public through the following service areas: 

 Human Resources  

The Human Resource Officer, in conjunction with the Director, is responsible to ensure the Municipality’s 

Human Resource Program provides the policies, procedures and support required to attract and retain a 

qualified workforce.  Equally important, the HR Program promotes the consistent, fair and proactive 

management of all employees and supports a positive and productive workplace where all employees are 

able to experience maximum job satisfaction.  Corporate responsibility for Occupational Health and 

Safety is also the responsibility of the Director and HR Officer. 

 Information Technology  

The IT Division provides day-to-day support and maintenance of all technology used to support operations 

of the Municipality. The IT Division works to ensure that systems and technology provide efficient and 

productive solutions to processes and procedures for all departments. The IT Division provides advice; 

manages growth, technology implementation, procurement, information and systems security, data 
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management and technology refresh. The IT Division supports all departments in the proactive approach 

to valuable technology investment.  

 Municipal Buildings and Properties  

The Coordinator of Administrative Services and Building Maintenance Technician are responsible for 

repairs and maintenance of all municipally-owned buildings and properties including the Lloyd E. 

Matheson Centre, Municipal Building, Branch Libraries in Elmsdale and Mount Uniacke, Municipal Pool and 

tourism properties such as the Tin Smith Shop Museum, Burntcoat Head and Walton Lighthouses.   

 Municipal By-laws and Enforcement  

The Coordinator of Administrative Services ensures there is an up-to-date inventory of all municipal by-

laws, as well as supports other municipal departments in the enactment process for new or amended by-

laws or the repeal of obsolete by-laws.  The By-law Enforcement Officer is solely responsible for the Dog 

By-law and provides by-law enforcement support related to Dangerous and Unsightly Premises for the 

Department of Planning and Development and Illegal Dumping for the Department of Operational 

Services. 

 Management of Administrative Services to Council and the Organization  

The Department of Administration is responsible for the corporate infrastructure required for the day-to-

day operations of the municipal organization including management of electronic and voice 

communication systems, procurement of office equipment and furniture, Information Management and 

administration of Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy. 

 Emergency Measures Preparedness Planning and Response  

It is the legislated responsibility of every municipality in Nova Scotia to develop and maintain an 

Emergency Management Operation (EMO).  This includes a comprehensive Emergency Preparedness Plan 

and active EMO Planning Committee.  These responsibilities rest with the Emergency Management 

Coordinator (EMC) who works closely with community volunteers, emergency first responders and 

provincial representatives to provide prompt and coordinated responses to emergencies so as to ensure 

the safety and security of all residents, their property and the environment. 

 Project Management and Special Research  

Research and information gathering related to corporate or Council initiatives are carried out by Staff of 

the Department of Administration.  Information gathered and the reports prepared are used by Council 

and/or the CAO to ensure informed decision-making processes.  Departmental staff provides project 

management for special projects assigned to the Department and that impact the organization as a 

whole.   
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PRIORITY 1 - ONE-TIME PROJECTS AND NEW SERVICES 

The following are the planned priority one-time projects and new services that can be realistically achieved for 

the Department of Administration for the 2012/2013 fiscal year.  These priority one-time projects and new 

services are in addition to the day-to-day operations of the Department and may vary from year-to-year.  The 

priorities listed below are categorized by the Department’s service areas described in the “Summary of Services 

Provided” Section.    

HUMAN RESOURCES 

Project/ 
Service:   

Training and Education 

Overview: In-house training is the most cost-effective method of ensuring staff expertise and competencies required to 
support high levels of services to the public.  As a result, training dollars are being redirected away from 
sending individual employees to more costly off-site training programs and will be used for more inclusive in-
house training programs tailored to the specific needs of municipal employees.  The in-house training program 
for 2012/2013 will focus on computer skills upgrades, Project Management, and training in business process 
documentation related to the Municipality’s Information Management Plan. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
#5 – Improve the municipal relationship with the business community and developers while respecting the 
rights of citizens. 
#9 – Enhance organizational efficiency and effectiveness. 
A trained and competent staffing compliment is critical to providing a high level of service to the business 
community, as well as the residents of East Hants. 

 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

15 days (Input from all Departments will be required for this project) 

Financial 
Resources: 

$0 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:    Number of employees participating in training sessions 

 Cost per employee for each training session   

 Employee satisfaction with training  sessions attended 

Target:   i. Computer skills gap analysis and training program for every employee  
ii. Training session evaluations indicate good to excellent levels of satisfaction by employees 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Availability of instructors/facilitators for identified training sessions 

 Availability of training facility to accommodate employees identified for training 

 Availability of staff to attend scheduled in-house training sessions 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Update Occupational Health and Safety Program 

Overview: An audit of the Municipality’s OH&S Program was undertaken in 2011 which identified opportunities to enhance 
the program and ensure compliance with OH&S legislation and regulations.  The Program will be upgraded in 
2012-13 with specific focus on those areas identified in the 2011 Safety Audit so as to promote a culture of 
safety and mitigate potential serious incidents and OH&S non-compliance penalties and fines.   
   

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
#5 – Improve the municipal relationship with the business community and developers while respecting the 
rights of citizens. 
#9 – Enhance organizational efficiency and effectiveness. 
A healthy and safe workplace minimizes employee absenteeism due to illness or injury and promotes a 
productive workplace where employees are able to achieve high levels of job satisfaction which in turn results 
in excellent customer service to clients of the Municipality.  
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Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

36 days (Input from all Departments will be required for this project) 

Financial 
Resources: 

$0 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:    Number of days of absenteeism due to work related illness or injury 

 Number of OH&S violations  issued by Department of Labour resulting in penalties 

 Number of workplace incidents reported    

Target:    Less than 5 days of absenteeism due to work related illness or injury 

 O violations issued by Department of Labour resulting in penalties 

 Less than 10 workplace incidents reported 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Creating an organizational culture of safety 

 Comprehensive Safety Program that is in compliance with legislative requirements 

 Knowledgeable and trained employees in OH&S 

 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

Project/ 
Service:   

Council Laptop & Server IT Equipment Replacement 

Overview: As part of the Municipal IT Equipment Replacement Plan, 2012 will see the scheduled replacement of two 
servers, and all council laptops, all of which have reached the end of their useful life.  The replacements will 
result in increased performance and power efficient systems.  
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
#9 – Enhance organizational efficiency and effectiveness. 
Ensuring a secure and reliable IT infrastructure is critical to supporting an efficient and effective organization 
which in turn maximizes productivity and service to the municipal clients.  

 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

15 days 

Financial 
Resources: 

$39,500 (funded by reserves) 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:    Number of hours of service downtime due to server failure 

 Number of laptop related issues requiring IT staff intervention 

Target:    0 hours of downtime due to server failure 

 Less than 13 laptop related incidents requiring IT staff intervention 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Procurement and scheduling of deployment of laptops coincides with 2012 election 

 Procurement of new servers to ensure migration into service over the summer months to reduce impact of 
service downtime 

 Availability of financial resources for the timely procurement of servers and laptops 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

On-line Municipal Services Project 

Overview: This is a two phase project that will leverage web and on-line service to extend and enhance public, 
commercial and private citizen interaction with the Municipality. Phase one will focus on on-line services that 
will directly facilitate economic growth (i.e. planning and development applications and permits, etc.).  Phase 
two of the project will involve on-line services that support other residential municipal services (i.e. dog 
registration, recreation program registration, etc.) 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
#1 Generation of economic opportunities for growth 
#3 Heighten the visibility of the Municipality as a dynamic and viable community 
#9 Enhance organizational efficiency and effectiveness 
By providing online municipal services, the Municipality will be able to showcase municipal services and provide 
real-time information sharing with existing and potential municipal clients.  These services enable automatic 
and instant relay of information to interested parties in a 24/7 “open for business” reality. 
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Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

75 days  (Input from the Department of Planning and Development and the Department of 
Economic and Business Development will be required for this project) 

Financial 
Resources: 

$20,000 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   Number of on-line municipal services available on public website 

Target:   It is difficult to identify the number of services that will be available on the public website until 
the business processes have been documented and automated. 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Priority list of municipal services to be automated on public website 

 Documented business processes for municipal services to be automated 

 Input and collaboration with staff responsible for delivery of municipal services to be automated 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Information Management (IM) Plan – Phase 2 

Overview: The first phase of the IM Plan will be completed in 2011-2012.  Phase 2 involves the implementation of records 
and document management systems.  This will involve requirements gathering and gap analysis; market 
analysis; design, development, testing and deployment.   
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
#9 – Enhance organizational efficiency and effectiveness. 
Adoption of a document and records management solution will ensure efficiency of information handling and 
access.  By harnessing information collectively as an organization and removing barriers to access, staff will be 
able to access and manage information more effectively.  This will ensure quality and accurate information and 
data enabling improved decision making and increased levels of service to municipal clients. 

 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

70 days (Input from all Departments will be required for this project) 

Financial 
Resources: 

$50,000 (funded by surplus reserves) 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:    Implementation of records and document management system 

 Trained staff in using IM systems 

Target:    Fully trained staff in the use of new IM systems 

 Completion by March 2013 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Continued support from senior management in the priority of this project 

 Timely input and collaboration from all Departments 

 Availability of financial resources for project 

 

MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS & PROPERTIES 

Project/ 
Service:   

Lloyd E. Matheson Centre Addition 

Overview: There will be an 11,700 sq ft addition to Lloyd E. Matheson Centre to accommodate the relocation of municipal 
staff from Milford to Elmsdale.  In addition to the capital costs for the construction of the addition, operating 
costs associated with moving staff and existing furniture, purchase of additional meeting room furniture, public 
communication plan and miscellaneous items required as a result of the relocation have been included in the 
Administration Budget.  
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
#9 Enhance organizational efficiency and effectiveness 
This project supports the Municipality’s strategic direction to “enhance organizational efficiency and 
effectiveness.”  Having staff in one location will address the operational and cost inefficiencies being 
experienced by staff working from multiple locations in different communities. 
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Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

10 days (Involvement by staff from the Departments of Finance, Recreation and Planning and 
Development will be required for this project) 

Financial 
Resources: 

$31,500 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:    Number of complaints from the public and municipal clients related to the relocation of staff 

 Timelines for delivery of packing materials, instructions to staff to be relocated 

 Completion of relocation of staff by December 31, 2012 

Target:    All staff relocations to be completed during 2012 holiday office closure 

 0 complaints from public related to relocation of staff 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Building construction complete and ready for staff to relocate 

 Effective communication plan that ensures no interruption to the level of service to the public, developers 
and the business community 

 Timely cooperation of staff to be relocated (i.e. office and personal materials packed on schedule for move) 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Municipally-Owned Tourism Properties 

Overview: The need to address challenges faced by the NPF organizations to ensure the viability and sustainability of 

municipally-owned tourism properties has been identified, along with the need to streamline municipal grant 

processes to ensure appropriate levels of funding are provided on a timely basis. By motion of Council, annual 

operating grants will be provided to three municipally owned tourism properties – Tin Smith Shop Museum, 

Burntcoat Head Lighthouse and Walton Lighthouse.  $12,500 is being transferred from the Tourism Grant 

Program and added to the existing $5,000 annual grant to the Tin Smith Shop Museum.  Further, $20,000 has 

been added to the Administration Budget for anticipated repairs identified as a result of the structural and 

building assessments to be done for each property. 

 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
#1 Generation of economic opportunities for growth 
#3 Promote tourism with more effective focus on selected sites or attributes 
Ensuring stability in funding for the operation of the Tin Smith Shop Museum, Burntcoat Head and Walton 

Lighthouses will enhance the operation of these specific tourism attractions in the Municipality.  Further, 

ensuring the structural integrity of these municipally-owned buildings is critical to the sustainability of these 

properties as tourist attractions. 

 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

1 day 

Financial 
Resources: 

$37,500 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:    Number of visitors to each tourism attraction 

 Annual financial viability of NFP organizations 

Target:    Achieve or increase number of visitors in 2012 that visited in 2011 tourism season 

 Receipt and review of the annual financial statements by March 31, 2012 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Continued volunteer support for the operation and management of the tourism properties 

 Regular and on-going maintenance is done on a timely basis to support integrity of buildings 

 

MANAGEMENT OF ADMINISTRATION SERVICES TO COUNCIL AND THE ORGANIZATION 

Project/ 
Service:   

2012 Municipal Elections 

Overview: The next municipal elections for municipalities in Nova Scotia will be October 20, 2012.  Based on direction 
from Council, a full enumeration will be carried out to develop the voters list.  As well, election staff will be 
hired and trained; facilities rented for polling stations and required election supplies including ballots, proper 
signage, etc. will be needed.  There will also be advertising costs incurred for legislated public notices during 
the election process. 
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 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
Municipal elections are a regulated requirement under the Municipal Government Act. 

 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

60 days (Involvement from the Department of Planning and Development will be required for 
this project) 

Financial 
Resources: 

$90,000 (funded by reserves) 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:    Number of revisions to voters list 

 Number of complaints related to election process 

 Number of election related deadlines missed  

Target:    Less than 10 revisions to voters list per polling district 

 Less than 5 complaints related to election process 

 0 election related deadlines missed 

 0 candidate complaints related to election process 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Competent Returning Officer who is well versed in Municipal Elections Act 

 Competent election staff (enumerators and polling station employees) 

 Timely progress through election preparations and acquisition and distribution of election supplies 

 Sufficient budget to enable enumeration, training and operation of polling stations 
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PRIORITY 2 - ONE-TIME PROJECTS AND NEW SERVICES  

The following are one-time projects or new services that will be acted on in the fiscal year if time and resources 

are available beyond the Priority 1 projects and services and Council priorities identified throughout the year. 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

Project/ 
Service:   

IT Risk Assessment and Mitigation Plan (Excluded from the budget) 

 

Overview: As the Municipality becomes increasingly reliant on technology, this project would involve an assessment of the 
integrity and security of the Municipality’s current IT infrastructure with a focus on disaster recovery, backup 
planning, and risk management for the Municipality’s IT resources, infrastructure and data. 
 
 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
#9 Enhance organizational efficiency and effectiveness 
The efficient and effective operation of the Municipality depends on IT systems, infrastructure and data that 
are secure and not at risk of compromise or tampering.  This is critical to organizational efficiency and 
effectiveness in the delivery of services to the public and municipal clients.   

 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

35 days 

Financial 
Resources: 

$30,000 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:    Complete assessment of the Municipality’s IT systems, infrastructure and data 

 Gap Analysis Report identifying risks and mitigating activities to be undertaken  

 Disaster Recovery Plan in the event of system failures 

Target:    Delivery of Mitigation Plan with specific recommendations and implementation plan to 
manage and mitigate risk to the Municipality’s IT systems, infrastructure and data 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Availability of financial resources for project  

 Selection of competent consultant to undertake risk assessment  

 Support from senior management in the priority of this project 
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STAFFING COMPLIMENT 

Department of Administration Organizational Chart: 

 

  

Director of 
Administration 

Linda Ramsay 

Coordinator of 
Administrative 

Services 

Wendy  MacLeod 

Building Maintenance 
Technician 

John Conrod 

By-law Enforcement/ 
Animal Control 

Tim Hamm 

Manager of 
Information Systems 

Tom Gignac 

Web Developer 

Christian Taylor 

End User Support 
Technician 

Jonathan Woodman 

HR Officer 

Sherry Berg-MacPhail 

Administrative 
Assistant 

Amanda Hatfield 
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OPERATING BUDGET 

DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION BUDGET 

Table 3: Department of Administration Budget. 

 

2011/2012 

Projection

2011/2012 

Budget

2012/2013 

Budget

    5120  ANIMAL LICENSES (7,000)$             (6,000)$             (6,000)$             

    5250  EHRC - TENANT BASE RENT (446,281)$          (446,281)$          (446,475)$          

    5252  EHRC - TENANT EXPENSE RECOVERY (201,691)$          (201,691)$          (212,970)$          

    5426  MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE (81)$                  -$                     -$                     

*   REVENUE FROM OWN SOURCES (655,053)$        (653,972)$        (665,445)$        

**  REVENUES (655,053)$        (653,972)$        (665,445)$        

*   SALARIES/HONORARIUMS & BENEFITS 929,272$         991,131$         971,679$         

*   STAFF TRAINING AND EDUCATION 68,272$           73,875$           76,270$           

*   SUPPLIES 94,707$           109,045$         154,825$         

    6032  UNIFORMS/CLOTHING 1,130$              1,130$              1,130$              

    6083  INTERNET 20,000$             28,000$             29,520$             

    8060  COMMUNITY EVENTS 400$                 400$                 400$                 

    8020  EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 1,660$              2,160$              2,120$              

    6100  ADVERTISING 5,800$              10,600$             23,600$             

    6105  POSTAGE 4,760$              5,450$              4,850$              

    6115  TELEPHONE 39,534$             39,645$             39,505$             

    6116  CELLULAR TELEPHONE 7,945$              7,465$              7,900$              

    6135  MEETING EXPENSE 1,100$              1,750$              1,250$              

    6145  EQUIPMENT RENTAL 1,000$              1,000$              1,220$              

    6150  INSURANCE 42,669$             45,111$             44,906$             

    6160  PROMOTION -$                     1,000$              500$                 

    8130  LICENCES/PERMITS 200$                 287$                 351$                 

*   OTHER OPERATIONAL COSTS 126,198$         143,998$         157,252$         

    6076  COMPUTER SUPPORT 12,355$             12,355$             12,070$             

    6097  LEGAL SERVICES 100,000$           100,000$           100,000$           

    8050  SNOW REMOVAL 29,775$             29,775$             30,300$             

    8055  JANITORIAL 90,770$             90,770$             87,060$             

    8100  PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 107,975$           137,894$           131,994$           

    8110  CONTRACTS/ AGREEMENTS 20,280$             18,180$             113,930$           

*   SERVICES ACQUIRED 361,155$         388,974$         475,354$         
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Table 1: Department of Administration Budget.  (cont'd) 

 

  

2011/2012 

Projection

2011/2012 

Budget

2012/2013 

Budget

    7500  VEHICLE REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE 5,910$              4,710$              2,650$              

    7520  VEHICLE INSURANCE 2,495$              2,580$              2,650$              

    7590  FUEL (GAS/DIESEL) 11,600$             9,600$              11,900$             

*   VEHICLES 20,005$           16,890$           17,200$           

    6175  HEATING FUEL 3,900$              3,900$              2,850$              

    6180  POWER 117,630$           117,520$           117,855$           

    6185  WATER 5,982$              2,950$              3,750$              

    7040  BLDG REPAIRS & MAINT 60,420$             151,025$           107,500$           

    7030  BLDG ELECTRICAL R&M 2,000$              2,000$              1,500$              

    7060  BUILDING/FACILITY RENOVATION 1,000$              1,000$              1,000$              

    7070  BUILDING/FACILITY RENTAL 262,071$           256,243$           267,753$           

    7080  PROP/GROUNDS R&M 14,532$             36,450$             8,420$              

    7090  MECHANICAL MAINT. 14,000$             23,200$             18,700$             

    7105  PLANT & EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 200$                 200$                 200$                 

    7120  EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT 300$                 300$                 300$                 

    7130  SAFETY EQUIPMENT 600$                 600$                 600$                 

    7150  SECURITY 4,161$              6,528$              5,601$              

*   BUILDINGS/PLANTS/PROPERTY 486,796$         601,916$         536,029$         

    8150  GRANTS/SUBSIDIES TO ORGANIZATIONS 61,000$             55,000$             67,500$             

*   GRANTS TO GROUPS 61,000$           55,000$           67,500$           

    9620  APPROP SRF OP 20,000$             20,000$             20,000$             

*   TRANSFERS TO OWN RESERVES 20,000$           20,000$           20,000$           

    9020  INTEREST ON BUILDING DEBT 214,225$           273,450$           252,440$           

    9110  INTEREST ON LIBRARY DEBT 3,530$              3,530$              2,790$              

    9130  PRINCIPAL ON BUILDING DEBT 129,955$           129,955$           136,860$           

    9226  DEBENTURE ISSUANCE COSTS 1,880$              1,880$              420$                 

*   FISCAL SERVICES/DEBT 349,590$         408,815$         392,510$         

**  EXPENSES 2,516,995$      2,809,644$      2,868,619$      

*** TOTAL EXPENDITURE (REVENUE) 1,861,942$      2,155,672$      2,203,174$      
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS 

 

Table 2: Department of Administration Budget Highlights for Fiscal Year 2012/2013. 

Description Amount 
Impact On 

GTR USR Reserves 

ONE-TIME PROJECTS     

Council Laptop & Service IT Equipment Replacement $39,500   $39,500 

On-line Municipal Services Project $20,000 $20,000   

Information Management Plan – Phase 2 $50,000   $50,000 

Lloyd E. Matheson Centre Addition $31,500 $31,500   

2012 Municipal Election  $90,000   $90,000 

Sub-Total One-Time Projects $231,000 $51,500  $179,500 

NEW SERVICES     

Municipally Owned Tourism Properties $37,500 $37,500   

Sub-Total New Services $37,500 $37,500   

PRIORITY 2 INITIATIVES EXCLUDED FROM THE BUDGET     

IT Risk Assessment & Mitigation Plan $30,000    

Sub-Total Excluded from the Budget $30,000    
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Table 3: Reconciliation of Significant Budget-to-Budget Variances 

Description Amount

(INCREASES) / DECREASES IN REVENUES

Increase in Resource Centre expected revenue (11,473)$           

Sub-Total Revenue Variances (11,473)$           

INCREASES / (DECREASES) IN EXPENSES

Transfer of 2011/12 Salary Adjustments & Allowances for organizational initiatives to the Finance cost 

centre (85,000)$           

Increase in Salaries & Benefits (Increments, Increased Pension Costs, Adjustments) 52,104$             

Increase in Benefit Costs due to actuarial accrual of Sick Leave Benefits 13,444$             

Increase in Staff Training & Education (Reduced Conference Expense) 2,395$               

Net increase in Computer Hardware & Software (including Council Laptop & Service IT Equipment 

Replacement, funded by reserves) 39,600$             

Net increase in various Supplies & Operational Costs 6,744$               

Net increase in Advertising Expenses (including election advertising costs, funded by reserves) 13,000$             

Net increase in the cost of Services Acquired due to:

Decrease in Professional Services related to Branding initiatives (35,000)$           

Information Management (IM) Plan Implementation Costs 5,000$               

On-line Municipal Services Project 20,000$             

Municipal election-related Contract Expense (funded by reserves) 68,000$             

Mass Notification System Contract Expense (funded by reserves) 20,000$             

Moving costs to Lloyd Matheson Centre 5,500$               

Net increase in various Services Acquired 2,880$               

Net decrease in Building, Plant, & Property Expense due to:

Pool roof replacement (funded by reserves) 50,000$             

Decrease in Milford Building Maintenance Costs (improvements cancelled to finance LEM building 

addition) (109,195)$         

Net decrease in various Building-Related Expenses (6,692)$             

Transfer of Municipally-Owned Tourism Property Grants from Economic Development cost centre 12,500$             

Net decrease in Debt Servicing Costs (16,305)$           

Sub-Total Expense Variances 58,975$             

(INCREASES) / DECREASES IN TRANSFERS FROM RESERVES

Net increase in transfers from reserves to fund Computer Hardware, Software, & Internet costs (26,000)$           

Transfer from 2011-12 Surplus to fund Information Management Plan - Phase II Initiative (50,000)$           

Transfer from EMO reserve to fund the Mass Notification System (20,000)$           

Transfer from General Government reserves to fund Municipal Election (90,000)$           

Net increase in transfer from Pool Maintenance reserves to fund Pool roof replacement (42,500)$           

Sub-Total Reserve Funding Variances (228,500)$         

NET IMPACT ON GENERAL TAX RATE (180,998)$         
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Director of Economic & Business Development 

 

Fiscal Year 2012/2013 
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DEPARTMENT STRATEGY 

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT – MISSION STATEMENT 

The Department leads the development of strategies to grow and strengthen the municipal economy. 

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT - ECONOMIC STRATEGY 

The vision of the Municipality of East Hants Economic Strategy is to support a strong and vibrant economic base for 

a healthy, growing community so that all citizens can benefit from the best possible quality of life. 

The strategy is achieved through the implementation of the following objectives: 

 The overarching objective is to grow the Commercial Tax Base with focus on $100 million of new market 

value commercial investment by 2015. 

 Support and encourage existing companies in MEH to expand and grow. 

 Attract new companies and businesses to establish in MEH. 

 Focus on industry sectors that produce proven winners and “best bet” for success opportunities. 

 Pursue unique, high return, relatively low investment, development opportunities. 

 Develop a strategic business communications plan to raise awareness and to foster a new image and 

“Open for Business” focus. 

 Generally create an attractive and fertile climate to encourage business investment. 

In addition, seven Action Plans with specific activity goals provide a focus for the overall economic development 

strategy.  The Action Plans are: 

 Executive Outreach to increase interaction between the business community and the municipality to 

foster business growth. 

 Business Park Promotion to increase land sales and business development within the business parks 

owned and controlled by the Municipality. 

 Rural Development to encourage commercial development in the central and northern region of the 

Municipality. 

 Trade and Investment to build the export markets for local companies and to attract new, external, 

business investment to the municipality. 

 Special Projects to explore and exploit development opportunities based on location and other unique 

economic advantages, which may be available to the municipality. 

 Business Development, Retention and Expansion to ensure the infrastructure and support services are in 

place and readily available for existing businesses in the municipality and for new small business. 

 Marketing & Communications Strategy to develop a comprehensive marketing & communications plan to 

support and enhance the Economic Development Plan, its strategies, objectives and activities.  The plan 

will include traditional marketing tools as well as the use of technology and new management tools for 

enhanced service delivery including the use of social media. 

 Departmental Performance Optimization to significantly increase operational efficiency within the EBD 

department by utilizing tools, technologies and processes to maximize existing resources.  This will ensure 

the successful achievement of key EBD objectives and enhance the “open for business” brand experience. 
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SUMMARY OF SERVICES PROVIDED 

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 

The Department of Economic and Business Development works to achieve the municipal economic development 

objectives by implementing the strategies of the Municipality of East Hants Economic Development Plan. In 

implementing the plan, the primary role of the Municipality is not direct investment but encouraging and 

facilitating investment and informed decision making by others.  The plan is designed around a customer focused 

approach supported by the provision of various tools including online information and business processes. 

The department provides a range of services to large and small businesses in the municipality focusing on SMEs 

(small to medium sized businesses) in the following service areas: 

 Business Support Services   

The department provides business support and guidance in the areas of start-up, development and 

expansion, marketing and trade development.  

 Business Liaison Services  

The department facilitates open communication between the business community and the various 

management and regulatory agencies and departments within the municipal government.  

 Business Park Management  

The department manages all aspects of the two business parks in the municipality.  

 Rural Economic Development  

The department oversees a proactive Rural Economic Development Strategy and works with community 

groups to address economic development objectives. 

 Business Attraction 

The department develops and executes on-brand marketing strategies for putting East Hants on the map 

to external audiences locally, regionally, nationally and internationally specifically as a strategic business 

destination and indirectly as a great place to live, work and visit. 

 Special Project Management  

The department works to identify, assess and, where appropriate, advance and manage projects that 

bring opportunities to the municipality based on economic and location advantages. 

 Economic Strategy Internal Support Services   

The department supports Council, the CAO’s office and other departments in the development and 

implementation of the Economic Strategy. 
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PRIORITY 1 - ONE-TIME PROJECTS AND NEW SERVICES  

The following are the planned priority one-time projects and new services that can be realistically achieved for 

the Department of Economic and Business Development for the 2012/13 fiscal year.  These priority one-time 

projects and new services are in addition to the day-to-day operations of the Department and may vary from year-

to-year.  The priorities listed below are categorized by the Departments service areas described in the “Summary 

of Services Provided” Section.    

EXECUTIVE OUTREACH 

Project/ 
Service:   

 
Opportunity Optimization 

Overview:  
Special experiential marketing opportunities, i.e. Halifax Club Golf Tournament, Young Presidents 
 

   One-Time Project      New Service 

 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
 

-Generation of economic opportunities for growth 

  
-Heighten the visibility of the Municipality as a dynamic and viable community 
 
-Improve the Municipal relationships with the business community and developers while respecting the rights of 
residents 
 
-Promote Tourism with more effective focus on selected sites or attributes 
 

Alignment with the Department of Economic & Business Development’s Strategic Plan 
 
-Executive Outreach to increase interaction between the business community and the municipality to foster 
business growth 
 
-Trade and Investment to build the export markets for local companies and to attract new, external, business 
investment to the municipality 
 
-Special Projects to explore and exploit development opportunities based on location and other unique 
economic advantages, which may be available to the municipality 
 
-Business Development, Retention and Expansion to ensure the infrastructure and support services are in place 
and readily available for existing businesses in the municipality and for new small business 
 
-Marketing & Communications Strategy to develop a comprehensive marketing & communications plan to 
support and enhance the Economic Development Plan, its strategies, objectives and activities.  The plan will 
include traditional marketing tools as well as the use of technology and new management tools for enhanced 
service delivery including the use of social media. 
 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

 
3 EPD*           (*EPD – Equivalent Person Days) 

Financial 
Resources: 

 
$4,000 
 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   
Increased awareness of business opportunities in East Hants and attraction of new businesses to establish in 
East Hants 
 
Target:   
Increased awareness by significant amount with target audience – 1-2 new business ventures 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 
Availability of time and resources 
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RURAL DEVELOPMENT 

Project/ 
Service:   

 
Key Business Attraction 

Overview:  
This is a cost-shared consultant report to identify appropriate strategic companies to attract to rural 
communities in East Hants. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
 
-Generation of economic opportunities for growth   

-Heighten the visibility of the Municipality as a dynamic and viable community 

Alignment with the Department of Economic & Business Development’s Strategic Plan 
 
-Executive Outreach to increase interaction between the business community and the municipality to foster 
business growth 
 
-Rural development 
 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

 
3 EPD 
 

Financial 
Resources: 

 
$5,500 
 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   
Comprehensive report identifying target companies 
 
Target:   
Completion of report by fiscal year end 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 
Obtaining cost-sharing support from provincial and federal agencies – retaining appropriate consultant 

 

BRE & SMALL BUSINESS 

Project/ 
Service:   

 
Brochure 

Overview: This will be a community business directory to promote businesses and services  
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
 

-Generation of economic opportunities for growth   

 
-Heighten the visibility of the Municipality as a dynamic and viable community. 
 
-Improve the Municipal relationships with the business community and developers while respecting the rights of 
residents 
 

Alignment with the Department of Economic & Business Development’s Strategic Plan 
 
-Rural Development to encourage commercial development in the central and northern region of the 
Municipality 
 
-Business Development, Retention and Expansion to ensure the infrastructure and support services are in place 
and readily available for existing businesses in the municipality and for new small business 
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-Marketing & Communications Strategy to develop a comprehensive marketing & communications plan to 
support and enhance the Economic Development Plan, its strategies, objectives and activities.  The plan will 
include traditional marketing tools as well as the use of technology and new management tools for enhanced 
service delivery including the use of social media. 
 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

 
10 EPD 
 

Financial 
Resources: 

 
$2,000 
 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   
Completion of comprehensive brochure 
 
Target:   
Completion of project within the fiscal year 
 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 
Participation of companies and cost sharing with RDA, EHCC and federal and provincial agencies 

 

TRADE & INVESTMENT 

Project/ 
Service:   

 
Marketing Materials 

Overview:  
Development of a brochure for market development and business attraction 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
 
-Generation of economic opportunities for growth 

-Heighten the visibility of the Municipality as a dynamic and viable community 
 

-Improve the Municipal relationships with the business community and developers while respecting 
the rights of residents 
 

Alignment with the Department of Economic & Business Development’s Strategic Plan 
 
-Trade and Investment to build the export markets for local companies and to attract new, external, business 
investment to the municipality 
 
-Business Development, Retention and Expansion to ensure the infrastructure and support services are in place 
and readily available for existing businesses in the municipality and for new small business 
 
-Marketing & Communications Strategy to develop a comprehensive marketing & communications plan to 
support and enhance the Economic Development Plan, its strategies, objectives and activities.  The plan will 
include traditional marketing tools as well as the use of technology and new management tools for enhanced 
service delivery including the use of social media. 
 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

5 EPD 

Financial 
Resources: 

$2,000 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:    
Completion of Brochure 
 
Target:   
Completion and distribution of brochure within fiscal year 
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Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 
Company participation and cost sharing with federal and provincial agencies 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

 
Participation Marketing 
 

Overview:  
This activity provides for participation marketing that directly engages a target audience (investment 
attraction) at unique events (cultural, recreational, athletic, etc.)  One example in the past year is the Halifax 
Club Charity Golf tournament.  Staff is targeting a number of similar events for future development. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
 

-Generation of economic opportunities for growth 

  
-Heighten the visibility of the Municipality as a dynamic and viable community 
 
-Improve the Municipal relationships with the business community and developers while respecting the rights of 
residents 
 
-Promote Tourism with more effective focus on selected sites or attributes 
 

Alignment with the Department of Economic & Business Development’s Strategic Plan 
 
-Executive Outreach to increase interaction between the business community and the municipality to foster 
business growth 
 
-Trade and Investment to build the export markets for local companies and to attract new, external, business 
investment to the municipality 
 
-Special Projects to explore and exploit development opportunities based on location and other unique 
economic advantages, which may be available to the municipality 
 
-Business Development, Retention and Expansion to ensure the infrastructure and support services are in place 
and readily available for existing businesses in the municipality and for new small business 
 
-Marketing & Communications Strategy to develop a comprehensive marketing & communications plan to 
support and enhance the Economic Development Plan, its strategies, objectives and activities.  The plan will 
include traditional marketing tools as well as the use of technology and new management tools for enhanced 
service delivery including the use of social media. 
 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

 
15 EPD 
 

Financial 
Resources: 

 
$8,000 
 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   
Increased awareness, increased interest in East Hants as a business location 
 
Target:   
2 new confirmed prospects per year; successful collaboration with external parties to maximize opportunity. 
 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 
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VARIOUS 

Project/ 
Service:   

 
Rare Earth Study 
 

Overview:  
This study will be cost shared with ACOA to assess the economic impact of the potential development of rare 
earth elements in the Shubenacadie River and Cobequid Bay. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
 
-Generation of economic opportunities for growth   
 
-Heighten the visibility of the Municipality as a dynamic and viable community 

 

Alignment with the Department of Economic & Business Development’s Strategic Plan 
 
-Executive Outreach to increase interaction between the business community and the municipality to foster 
business growth 
 
-Rural Development to encourage commercial development in the central and northern region of the 
Municipality 
 
-Trade and Investment to build the export markets for local companies and to attract new, external, business 
investment to the municipality 
 
-Special Projects to explore and exploit development opportunities based on location and other unique 
economic advantages, which may be available to the municipality 
 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

 
12 EPD 
 

Financial 
Resources: 

 
$5,000 
 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   
Successful completion of an economic impact study 
 
Target:   
Completion of the economic impact study. 
 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 
ACOA cost sharing; cooperation of the exploration company and the community 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

 
Gateway – ICCI Study 2012-13 Air Cargo / Business Case 
 

Overview:  
This is a project to assess the impact of the extension of the runway at the Halifax Stanfield International 
Airport on the Gateway opportunity and refinement of the business case. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
 
-Generation of economic opportunities for growth 
 
-Heighten the visibility of the Municipality as a dynamic and viable community. 
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-Improve the Municipal relationships with the business community and developers while respecting the rights of 
residents. 
 

Alignment with the Department of Economic & Business Development’s Strategic Plan 
 
-Executive Outreach to increase interaction between the business community and the municipality to foster 
business growth 
 
-Trade and Investment to build the export markets for local companies and to attract new, external, business 
investment to the municipality 
 
-Special Projects to explore and exploit development opportunities based on location and other unique 
economic advantages, which may be available to the municipality 
 
-Business Development, Retention and Expansion to ensure the infrastructure and support services are in place 
and readily available for existing businesses in the municipality and for new small business 
 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

 
6 EPD 
 

Financial 
Resources: 

 
$22,500 net (50% of $45,000) 
 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   
Successful completion of the impact study and a more detailed business case presentation 
 
Target:   
Completion by year end 
 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 
Project cost sharing and approved funding from ICCI 
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PRIORITY 2 - ONE-TIME PROJECTS AND NEW SERVICES 

The following are one-time projects or new services that will be acted on in the fiscal year if time and resources 

are available beyond the Priority 1 projects and services and Council priorities identified throughout the year. 

BRE & SMALL BUSINESS 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

 
Trade Show Expo 

Overview:  
This is trade show for local businesses to market their products and services. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
 

-Generation of economic opportunities for growth 
 
-Heighten the visibility of the Municipality as a dynamic and viable community 
 
-Improve the Municipal relationships with the business community and developers while respecting 
the rights of residents 
 

Alignment with the Department of Economic & Business Development’s Strategic Plan 
 
-Executive Outreach to increase interaction between the business community and the municipality to foster 
business growth 
 
-Rural Development to encourage commercial development in the central and northern region of the 
Municipality 
 
-Business Development, Retention and Expansion to ensure the infrastructure and support services are in place 
and readily available for existing businesses in the municipality and for new small business 
  
-Marketing & Communications Strategy to develop a comprehensive marketing & communications plan to 
support and enhance the Economic Development Plan, its strategies, objectives and activities.  The plan will 
include traditional marketing tools as well as the use of technology and new management tools for enhanced 
service delivery including the use of social media. 
 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

 
15 EPD 
 

Financial 
Resources: 

 
$1,000 
 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   
Successful completion to the satisfaction of the business participants 
 
Target:   
40 businesses; 1,000 visits 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 
Cost sharing and participation by RDA and EHCC, federal and provincial agencies and sponsorship development 
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Project/ 
Service:   

 
Signage Program II (Excluded from the budget) 

Overview:  
This will be a community billboard for the corridor to be located at the Big Stop to encourage highway traffic 
to proceed up Hwy 2 to visit businesses. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
 
-Generation of economic opportunities for growth   

-Heighten the visibility of the Municipality as a dynamic and viable community. 

-Improve the Municipal relationships with the business community and developers while respecting the rights of 

residents 

Alignment with the Department of Economic & Business Development’s Strategic Plan 
 
-Business Development, Retention and Expansion to ensure the infrastructure and support services are in place 
and readily available for existing businesses in the municipality and for new small business 
 
-Marketing & Communications Strategy to develop a comprehensive marketing & communications plan to 
support and enhance the Economic Development Plan, its strategies, objectives and activities.  The plan will 
include traditional marketing tools as well as the use of technology and new management tools for enhanced 
service delivery including the use of social media. 
 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

 
12 EPD 
 

Financial 
Resources: 

 
$3,000 
 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   
Erection of sign within the fiscal year 
 
Target:   
Completion of project by fiscal year end 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 
Participation in project by RDA and EHCC and  federal and provincial supporting partners 

 

TRADE & INVESTMENT 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

 
Trade Mission (Excluded from budget) 

Overview:  
This is an outward-bound market development trade mission for East Hants companies in cooperation with 
EHCC, the RDA, and NSBI. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
 

-Generation of economic opportunities for growth 

 
-Heighten the visibility of the Municipality as a dynamic and viable community 
 
-Improve the Municipal relationships with the business community and developers while respecting the rights of 
residents 
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Alignment with the Department of Economic & Business Development’s Strategic Plan 

 
-Trade and Investment to build the export markets for local companies and to attract new, external, business 

investment to the municipality 
 
-Business Development, Retention and Expansion to ensure the infrastructure and support services are in place 
and readily available for existing businesses in the municipality and for new small business 
 
-Marketing & Communications Strategy to develop a comprehensive marketing & communications plan to 
support and enhance the Economic Development Plan, its strategies, objectives and activities.  The plan will 
include traditional marketing tools as well as the use of technology and new management tools for enhanced 
service delivery including the use of social media. 

 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

10 EPD 

Financial 
Resources: 

$7,000 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:  
 Completion of successful mission, contacts and contracts for participating companies 
 
Target:    
Completion of one trade mission, and contacts new market development for 4 companies 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 
Obtaining cost sharing partners and company participation 
 

 

VARIOUS 

Project/ 
Service:   

 
Transit Study – Phase II (Excluded from the budget) 

Overview:  
Possible follow on activities from current corridor transit study 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
 
-Generation of economic opportunities for growth   
 
-Heighten the visibility of the Municipality as a dynamic and viable community 
 
- Improve the Municipal relationships with the business community and developers while respecting the rights 
of residents 
 
-Enhance commitment to environmental sustainability 
 

Alignment with the Department of Economic & Business Development’s Strategic Plan 
 
-Special Projects to explore and exploit development opportunities based on location and other unique 
economic advantages, which may be available to the municipality. 
 
-Business Development, Retention and Expansion to ensure the infrastructure and support services are in place 
and readily available for existing businesses in the municipality and for new small business. 
 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

 
10 EPD 
 

Financial 
Resources: 

 
$10,000 net 
 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   
To be determined 
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Target:   
To be determined 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 
NS-TRIP funding approval  

 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

 
Shipbuilding Contract Mobilization (Excluded from the budget) 
 

Overview: This represents an initiative to maximize the benefits and assess the risks to East Hants of the Irving 
Shipbuilding Contract over the next 30 years. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus. 

 
-Generation of economic opportunities for growth 
   
-Heighten the visibility of the Municipality as a dynamic and viable community 
 
-Improve the Municipal relationships with the business community and developers while respecting 
the rights of residents. 

Alignment with the Department of Economic & Business Development’s Strategic Plan 
 
-Executive Outreach to increase interaction between the business community and the municipality to foster 
business growth 
 
-Rural Development to encourage commercial development in the central and northern region of the 
Municipality 
 
-Trade and Investment to build the export markets for local companies and to attract new, external, business 
investment to the municipality 
 
-Special Projects to explore and exploit development opportunities based on location and other unique 
economic advantages, which may be available to the municipality 
 
-Business Development, Retention and Expansion to ensure the infrastructure and support services are in place 
and readily available for existing businesses in the municipality and for new small business 
 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

 
12 EPD 
 

Financial 
Resources: 

 
$20,000.00 
 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   
Development of consortiums and companies to respond to business opportunities in connection with the 
shipbuilding contract 
 
Target:   
To be determined 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 
Strategic collaboration with RDA, EHCC, business community, and federal and provincial agencies 
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STAFFING COMPLIMENT 

Department of Economic and Business Development Organizational Chart: 

 

 

  

Director of Economic 
Development 

JD McCulloch 

Business 
Development Officer 

Stacey Black 

Administrative Assistant 

Kathie White 
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OPERATING BUDGET 

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT BUDGET 

 

Table 4: Department of Economic and Business Development Budget. 

 

2011/2012 

Projection

2011/2012 

Budget

2012/2013 

Budget

    5426  MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE (15,000)$             (15,000)$             (22,500)$             

*   REVENUE FROM OWN SOURCES (15,000)$            (15,000)$            (22,500)$            

    5540  STUDENT/EMPLOYMENT FUNDING (4,368)$               (4,368)$               (4,368)$               

*   TRANSFERS FROM OTHER GOVTS/AGENCIE (4,368)$              (4,368)$              (4,368)$              

**  REVENUES (19,368)$            (19,368)$            (26,868)$            

*   SALARIES/HONORARIUMS & BENEFITS 232,336$           230,301$           241,661$           

*   STAFF TRAINING AND EDUCATION 7,950$               6,950$               4,400$               

*   SUPPLIES 12,057$             10,177$             10,232$             

    6100  ADVERTISING 45,858$              45,858$              45,858$              

    6105  POSTAGE 712$                   712$                   712$                   

    6115  TELEPHONE 120$                   -$                       -$                       

    6116  CELLULAR TELEPHONE 3,400$                3,400$                2,700$                

    6135  MEETING EXPENSE 1,000$                1,000$                540$                   

    6136  BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT EXPENSE 143,500$             144,500$             128,050$             

    6160  PROMOTION 20,000$              20,000$              20,000$              

*   OTHER OPERATIONAL COSTS 214,590$           215,470$           197,860$           

    8100  PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 10,000$              10,000$              10,000$              

*   SERVICES ACQUIRED 10,000$             10,000$             10,000$             

    6180  POWER 500$                   -$                       460$                   

    7080  PROP/GROUNDS R&M 9,500$                10,000$              10,000$              

*   BUILDINGS/PLANTS/PROPERTY 10,000$             10,000$             10,460$             

    8150  GRANTS/SUBSIDIES TO ORGANIZATIONS 95,000$              95,000$              32,500$              

*   GRANTS TO GROUPS 95,000$             95,000$             32,500$             

    9640  APPROPRIATION TO RDA 79,064$              79,064$              130,064$             

*   TRANSFERS TO AGENCIES 79,064$             79,064$             130,064$           

    9099  INTEREST ON INDUSTRIAL PARK DEBT 96,260$              99,160$              151,700$             

    9226  DEBENTURE ISSUANCE COSTS 1,442$                1,442$                1,442$                

*   FISCAL SERVICES/DEBT 97,702$             100,602$           153,142$           

**  EXPENSES 758,699$           757,564$           790,319$           

*** TOTAL EXPENDITURE (REVENUE) 739,331$           738,196$           763,451$           
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DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS 

Table 5: Department of Economic and Business Development Budget Highlights for Fiscal Year 2012/2013. 

Description Amount 
Impact On 

GTR USR Reserves 

ONE-TIME PROJECTS     

Rural:  Key Business Attraction $5,500 $5,500   

Trade & Investment Attraction:  Marketing Materials $2,000 $2,000   

BRE & Small Business:  Brochure $2,000 $2,000   

Rare Earth Study $5,000 $5,000   

Gateway:  ICCI Study 2012-13 Air Cargo / Business Case $45,000 $22,500   

BRE & Small Business:  Trade Show Expo $1,000 $1,000   

Sub-Total One-Time Projects $60,500 $38,000   

NEW SERVICES     

Executive Outreach:  Opportunity Optimization $4,000 $4,000   

Trade & Investment:  Participation Marketing $8,000 $8,000   

Sub-Total Services $12,000 $12,000   

PRIORITY 2 INITIATIVES EXCLUDED FROM THE BUDGET     

Shipbuilding Contract Mobilization $20,000    

Trade & Investment:  Trade Mission $7,000    

BRE & Small Business:  Signage Program II $3,000    

Transit Study – Phase II $10,000    

Sub-Total Excluded from the Budget $40,000    
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Table 3: Reconciliation of Significant Budget-to-Budget Variances 

 

Description Amount

(INCREASES) / DECREASES IN REVENUES

Increase in expected revenue (Gateway ICCI Study) (7,500)$             

Sub-Total Revenue Variances (7,500)$             

INCREASES / (DECREASES) IN EXPENSES

Salaries & Benefits (Increments, Increased Pension Costs, Adjustments) 11,360$             

Decrease in Staff Training & Education (Reduced Conference Expense) (2,550)$             

Decrease in Business Development Expense (16,450)$           

Net decrease in various operating expenses (645)$                 

Transfer of Municipally-Owned Tourism Property Grants to Administration cost centre (12,500)$           

Decrease in transfer to Rural Economic Development Grant Fund (Sufficient reserves exist to fund 

current expected obligations) (50,000)$           

Increase in Appropriations to RDA to fund Tourism Initiative 51,000$             

Increase in Industrial Park Debt (Park Road Extension Project) 52,540$             

Sub-Total Expense Variances 32,755$             

(INCREASES) / DECREASES IN TRANSFERS FROM RESERVES

Increase in transfers from reserves to fund the RDA Toursim Initiative (51,000)$           

Decrease in transfer from Gateway Reserve 20,000$             

Sub-Total Reserve Funding Variances (31,000)$           

NET IMPACT ON GENERAL TAX RATE (5,745)$             
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08 Fall 

DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING 
SERVICES OPERATIONAL 

BUSINESS PLAN  

Lewis F. Landers, P. Eng. 

Director of Engineering Services 

 

Fiscal Year 2012 – 2013 
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DEPARTMENT STRATEGY 

DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING SERVICES - MISSION STATEMENT 

 

To ensure that the infrastructure needs of the residents of East Hants are provided and maintained in a reliable, 

sustainable, cost effective and environmentally responsible manner with opportunity for growth and community 

enhancement. 
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SUMMARY OF SERVICES PROVIDED 

DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING SERVICES  

The Engineering Services Department is the technical services arm of the Municipality, providing technical 

direction, advice and support for the management of Municipal infrastructure.  Engineering Services works closely 

with the Operational Services Department to provide reliable, sustainable and environmentally responsible services 

to the residents of East Hants. 

Engineering Services also supports the Planning and Development, Economic and Business Development, Recreation 

and Culture and Administration Departments on technical, engineering and environmental matters, and works 

closely with Finance on Capital Budgets. 

Service areas provided include: 

 Capital Projects  

Planning, design administration and project management of Capital Projects. 

 Infrastructure  

Strategic and long term planning of Municipal infrastructure. 

 Development Control  

Review, approval and inspection of Municipal services and transportation systems associated with new 

developments. 

 Technical Records Management  

Maintenance of record drawings and operations manuals; and inventory of Municipal service 

infrastructure. 

 Environmental Compliance Quality Assurance, Reporting and System Optimization  

Collation and review of test results conducted by Operational Services; reporting to Nova Scotia 

Environment in accordance with operating permits; and assisting Operational Services in treatment 

systems optimization. 

 Water Resources Management and Watershed Protection  

Public education, source water testing and implementation of approved source water protection plan. 

 Technical Issue Resolution  

Commentary and research on emerging technical and regulatory issues. 

 Standards, Policies and By-laws Development  

Development of standards, policies and by-laws related to Engineering Services responsibilities and in 

support of other Departments.  
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PRIORITY 1 - ONE-TIME PROJECTS AND NEW SERVICES  

The following are the planned priority one-time projects and new services that can be realistically achieved for 

the Department of Engineering Services for the 2012 - 2013 fiscal year.  These priority one-time projects and new 

services are in addition to the day-to-day operations of the Department and may vary from year-to-year.  The 

priorities listed below are categorized by the Departments service areas described in the “Summary of Services 

Provided” Section. 

Infrastructure 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Sewer Capacity Study - Regional, Milford & Shubenacadie (Included in Operations USR Budget) 

Overview: Study to evaluate the capacity of existing sewer collection and treatment infrastructure; develop a computer 
model to enable Staff to analyze new subdivision applications; and identify required upgrades to service 
existing and future development. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
Study is required to prepare the Municipality to respond to economic opportunities for growth and to meet 
regulatory requirements. 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

Study will be contracted out; 100 man-days internal resources required. 

Financial 
Resources: 

$125,483 (Funded by Obligatory Infrastructure Reserves) 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   Development of calibrated computer model of sewer systems.    

Target:   Draft report by end of second quarter; final report by end of third quarter. 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Availability and accuracy of existing infrastructure information. 

 Availability and format of previous studies. 

 Training of Staff on resulting computer model. 

 

Technical Records Management 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Record Drawing Management System 

Overview: Establish and implement drawing numbering system; renumber existing drawings and scan to electronic file; 
store plastic film copies in drawing cabinets. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
System is required to enhance organizational efficiency and effectiveness and to respond quickly to developer 
requests for information. 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

100 man-days internal resources 

Financial 
Resources: 

$3,000 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   Establishment and implementation of drawing numbering system    

Target:   Establish numbering system by end of first quarter; assign numbers to existing drawings by end 
of second quarter; number and scan drawings by end of fourth quarter. 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Buy-in from Operational Services and possibly, Administration, departments.  

 Availability of existing drawings. 

 Resources in Planning to update TownSuite Mapping data. 
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PRIORITY 2 - ONE-TIME PROJECTS AND NEW SERVICES  

The following are one-time projects or new services that will be acted on in the fiscal year if time and resources 

are available beyond the Priority 1 projects and services and Council priorities identified throughout the year. 

Development Control 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Municipal Engineering Standards Update 

Overview: Consolidate and update Municipal engineering standards that apply to new development. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
Updated standards will enhance organizational efficiency and effectiveness. 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

100 man-days internal resources 

Financial 
Resources: 

$0 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   Consolidated and updated Municipal engineering standards 

Target:   Stormwater standards by the end of second quarter; update and consolidate remaining 
standards by end of fourth quarter. 
 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Collaboration with Operational Services. 

 Availability of internal resources. 
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STAFFING COMPLIMENT 

Department of Engineering Services Organizational Chart: 

 

  

Director of Engineering Services 

Lew Landers 

Senior Engineer 

Ed Gillis 

Environmental Complaince 
Officer 

Terry Matheson 

Environmental Engineering 
Technicial 

Lee-Ann Nunn 

Administrative Assistant 

Cindy MacHardie 
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OPERATING BUDGET 

DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING SERVICES BUDGET 

 

Table 6: Department of Engineering Services’ Budget. 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING SERVICES BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS 

 
Table 7: Department of Engineering Services’ Budget Highlights for Fiscal Year 2012/2013. 

Description Amount 
Impact On 

GTR USR Reserves 

ONE-TIME PROJECTS     

Sewer Capacity Study (in Operations USR budget) $125,483   $125,483 

Record Drawing Management System $3,000 $3,000   

Sub-Total One-Time Projects $128,483 $3,000  $125,483 

2011/2012 

Projection

2011/2012 

Budget

2012/2013 

Budget

    5426  MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE (500)$                (1,500)$             (500)$                

*   REVENUE FROM OWN SOURCES (500)$               (1,500)$            (500)$               

**  REVENUES (500)$               (1,500)$            (500)$               

*   SALARIES/HONORARIUMS & BENEFITS 239,438$         262,450$         273,775$         

*   STAFF TRAINING AND EDUCATION 1,800$             2,300$             2,500$             

*   SUPPLIES 3,130$             3,250$             4,650$             

    6032  UNIFORMS/CLOTHING 200$                 200$                 200$                 

    6105  POSTAGE 300$                 300$                 300$                 

    6115  TELEPHONE -$                     -$                     -$                     

    6116  CELLULAR TELEPHONE 1,500$              1,800$              1,800$              

*   OTHER OPERATIONAL COSTS 2,000$             2,300$             2,300$             

    6076  COMPUTER SUPPORT 1,000$              1,000$              1,000$              

    8100  PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 5,000$              5,000$              5,000$              

*   SERVICES ACQUIRED 6,000$             6,000$             6,000$             

    9117  INT SERVICE EXT DEBT 1,970$              1,970$              1,120$              

    9119  INT ON WATERSHED 23,570$             23,570$             22,810$             

    9226  DEBENTURE ISSUANCE COSTS 79$                   79$                   80$                   

*   FISCAL SERVICES/DEBT 25,619$           25,619$           24,010$           

**  EXPENSES 277,987$         301,919$         313,235$         

*** TOTAL EXPENDITURE (REVENUE) 277,487$         300,419$         312,735$         
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Table 3: Reconciliation of Significant Budget-to-Budget Variances 

 

Description Amount

(INCREASES) / DECREASES IN REVENUES

Expected decrease in Miscellaneous Revenue 1,000$               

Sub-Total Revenue Variances 1,000$               

INCREASES / (DECREASES) IN EXPENSES

Salaries & Benefits (Increments, Increased Pension Costs, Adjustments) 11,325$             

Increase in Supplies & Staff Training Expense 1,600$               

Decrease in Debt Servicing Costs (1,609)$             

Sub-Total Expense Variances 11,316$             

NET IMPACT ON GENERAL TAX RATE 12,316$             

Note: The Sewer Capacity Study Initiative, managed by Engineering, is recognized in the Operations USR Cost Centre
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DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE 
OPERATIONAL BUSINESS PLAN  

Normand Gendron 

Acting Director of Finance 

 

Fiscal Year 2012/2013 
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DEPARTMENT STRATEGY 

DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE MISSION STATEMENT 

The Finance department will serve the organization, its taxpayers and internal clients (other departments) in a 

timely and effective manner such that we are and are seen to be financially responsible and accountable and 

responsive to all users needs.  

DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE – STRATEGIC OBEJCTIVES 

The mission statement is achieved by implementing the following objectives: 

Service to Internal Clients 

 Train and assist with financial system usage throughout the organization. 

 Train and assist with Procurement Policy interpretation and amend policy as required. 

 Train and assist with budgeting and year end responsibilities. 

 Ensure Councillors and staff are paid correctly and on schedule. 

 Provide assistance with financial analysis as required. 

 

Service to the Organization 

 Provide sound debt management policies and decisions. 

 Achieve timely and effective financial reporting to all users. 

 Achieve effective and responsible investment decisions. 

 Recommend defendable and effective tax structures. 

 Sound financial policy development as required. 

 

Service to External Clients 

 Timely and accurate payment of vendor accounts. 

 Timely and accurate reporting to external agencies and other levels of government. 

 Timely and accurate billing of fees and taxes. 

 Compassionate and fair collection of fees and taxes. 

 Effective bookkeeping service to volunteer fire departments & RDA. 
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SUMMARY OF SERVICES PROVIDED 

DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE  

The Finance Department provides service to the rest of the organization as well as to the public. The primary 

service areas of the Department are: 

 Reception Service  

Responding to walk-in public inquiries; routing communication from the public and external organizations 

to the appropriate departments. 

 Cash Receipting  

Processing of payments related to resident taxes, water bills, and bills for other fees. 

 Water Billings  

Preparation of quarterly water bills in compliance with municipal by-laws and the requirements of the 

Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board, including periodic physical checks of resident water meters. 

 Tax Billings  

Preparation of annual interim and final property tax bills in compliance with municipal by-laws and the 

requirement of the Municipal Government Act; reconciliation and review of PVSC assessment data to 

promote accuracy and billing equity. 

 Local Improvements Billing  

Analysis and billing of fees to recover the capital costs of local improvements, in compliance with 

municipal by-laws. 

 Miscellaneous Billings - Landfill tipping fees, Sewer usage, etc.  

Analysis and billing of fees for operational services, infrastructure, and fines, in compliance with 

municipal by-laws. 

 Tax Certificate Issuance  

Respond to requests from the public for tax information letters and tax certificates, per the requirements 

of the Municipal Government Act. 

 Collections  

Fair and compassionate management of tax, water, and miscellaneous accounts receivable, with a focus 

on minimizing loss; ensuring compliance with the requirements of the Municipal Government Act. 

 Accounts Payable  

Periodic processing of vendor invoices and payments; inter-departmental reporting; vendor records 

management 

 Payroll  

Bi-weekly payroll and employee expense reimbursement processing; preparation of statutory reports; 

regulatory compliance assurance; benefits administration; employee records management. 
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 Organizational Budgeting  

Coordinating the annual budgeting cycle; developing forms, reports, and processes to increase the 

efficiency and quality of information resulting from the budget cycle; providing budget analysis and 

feedback to the department Directors and the CAO; training staff preparation of the final capital and 

operating budget reports and presentation to Council. 

 Accounting and Reporting for Municipality  

Preparation of year-end financial statements for audit; statutory annual filings of financial reports related 

to various provincial and federal funding programs; statutory annual reporting to Service Nova Scotia 

Municipal Relations (Financial Information Return & Statement of Estimates); preparation of the annual 

Treasurer’s Report. 

 Treasury Management 

Cash flow forecasting; determination of debt funding requirements for capital projects; issuance of 

debentures and negotiation of short-term bank credit; secure investment of short-term cash surpluses. 

 Bookkeeping Service for Fire Departments and Regional Development Authority 

Turnkey bookkeeping services for Volunteer Fire Departments & RDA, including financial statement 

preparation, HST rebate applications, and financial planning advice. 

 Policy Development & Oversight 

Development and oversight of policies related to accounting, finance, taxation, and procurement. 

 Inter-departmental Services  

Financial analysis & reporting for other departments; advice and training on procurement policies and 

best practices; research and analytics; strategic planning support; by-law and policy review.  
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PRIORITY 1 - ONE-TIME PROJECTS AND NEW SERVICES 

The following are the planned priority one-time projects and new services that can be realistically achieved for 

the Department of Finance for the 2012/2013 fiscal year.  These priority one-time projects and new services are in 

addition to the day-to-day operations of the Department and may vary from year-to-year.  The priorities listed 

below are categorized by the Departments service areas described in the “Summary of Services Provided” Section.    

ALL SERVICES 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Continuous Quality Improvement Process 

Overview: Finance staff has identified 91 processes which require improvement. Identified processes weaknesses affect all 
services provided by Finance and include transaction processing, financial reporting, internal control, and 
financial planning and analysis processes. Degree of risk related to each process weakness was determined by a 
product of risk impact and frequency of risk occurrence, i.e. each process deficiency was assigned an aggregate 
risk score. Improvement projects are prioritized by the degree of risk. Project teams are created to manage 
and implement each improvement. Future improvement needs will be identified and added to the improvement 
project list. 
  

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
 
M-3:  Improve the Municipal relationships with the business community and developers while respecting the 
rights of residents 

The process improvements include improvements to procurement, vendor payments, tax and water 
billing, and other external reporting. They will reduce error frequency and impact, increase service 
delivery time and improve transparency and communication with residents and the business community. 

M-10: Enhance organizational efficiency and effectiveness 
Process improvements will reduce the need for error correction and reduce the frequency of non-value-
added tasks. Also, they will encourage the development of a quality improvement organizational culture, 
which will increase the capability of the department to meet increasing demand for service as the 
Municipality grows. 

 
 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

This is an ongoing, permanent process which affects all Finance staff. Given that each project 
group is made of stakeholders most affected by the related process inefficiency; the time 
required to perform improvement project tasks will be offset by the time saved performing 
inefficient tasks. Given that many Finance-related processes are corporate; all other 
departments will be affected in a similar way. 

Financial 
Resources: 

No additional resources required 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   A. Number of improvement projects completed each year 
B. Number of new process deficiencies identified each year 
C. Aggregate risk score of improvement projects completed each year 
D. Aggregate risk score of new process deficiencies identified each year 
 

Target:   A: 15 process improvements completed 
B: 10 new process deficiencies identified 
C: 700 aggregate risk points of improvement projects completed 
D: 100 aggregate risk point of new process deficiencies identified 
 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Staff retention rate does not materially decrease in the year. 

 Existing staff work load does not materially increase in the year. 
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BOOKKEEPING SERVICE FOR FIRE DEPARTMENTS 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Gore Fire Department Bookkeeping 

Overview: Learning curve efficiencies have been realized in the fire department bookkeeping service. This permits us to 
add an additional fire department to the client list, without increasing human resources. Gore has indicated a 
possible interest in the service. Should Gore be willing to accept the service; this will require SAP software 
configuration (one-time expense). 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
M-10: Enhance organizational efficiency and effectiveness 

Municipal bookkeeping services allow a volunteer-operated fire department to benefit from the expertise 
and efficiencies of the Finance department. This reduces the load on volunteers, allowing them to invest 
more time in managing and operating a fire service. This also facilitates the succession of the fire service 
financial role. Administratively, the Municipality benefits from a more efficient fire department annual 
registration and review process. 

 

Alignment with the Finance Strategic Objectives 
C-5: Effective bookkeeping service to volunteer fire departments & RDA 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

Initial setup will require 10 person-days (opening balance sheet, HST reconciliation, SAP).  
2 person-days per month are required to maintain their books. 

Financial 
Resources: 

$2,610 incremental SAP setup costs 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   Establishment of regular bookkeeping service for the Gore Fire Department. 

Target:   Regular processing of transactions in fiscal 2011/12 
Satisfaction of the Gore Fire Department, as assessed by a client satisfaction review, performed 
six months after regular transaction processing begins 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Acceptance of new service by the Gore Fire Department. 

 Staff retention rate does not materially decrease in the year. 

 Existing staff work load does not materially increase in the year. 
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PRIORITY 2 - ONE-TIME PROJECTS AND NEW SERVICES  

The following are one-time projects or new services that will be acted on in the fiscal year if time and resources 

are available beyond the Priority 1 projects and services and Council priorities identified throughout the year. 

ALL SERVICES 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Risk Management & Internal Control Study 

Overview: Hire a consultant to guide the department in the implementation of a suitable internal audit function including 
a Risk Management System and value for money review system. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
M-10: Enhance organizational efficiency and effectiveness 

Internal controls ensure that resources are consumed in accordance with the strategic directions of 
Council and the intent of the CAO.  Effective internal controls require the development of monitoring 
procedures and metrics to provide continuous feedback on the results of staff initiatives, on the quality 
and security of municipal assets, and on opportunities and threats posed by the external environment. 
The consultant would be hired to assist Finance in identifying weaknesses in internal controls and 
developing a Risk Management System. 

 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

20 person-days; input from all other departments will likely be required 

Financial 
Resources: 

$15,000 (funded by reserves) 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   A. Development of an effective Risk Management System 
B. Institutionalization of a continuous internal audit function in Finance    

Target:    Implementation of a Risk Management System in 2012/2013 

 Active and ongoing identification, assessment, and reporting of risks, as demonstrated by 
regular periodic internal risk reviews 

 Regular quarterly meetings of the audit committee 
 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Successful results of a RFP process to engage a consultant. 

 Input and collaboration from all Departments. 

 Input and collaboration from audit committee members. 
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TAX BILLINGS 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Property Data Collection Program (formerly PAIP) Student 

Overview: This project has been recurring annually recurring since 2005. The project involves the hiring of a student for 
16 weeks in the summer to work along-side PVSC staff to perform site visits throughout East Hants. A particular 
area is chosen in order to ensure coverage is consistent and methodical. Several areas of East Hants have been 
subject to PAIP review.  Each year approximately 500 homes are visited. Full reviews have been done of 
Enfield, Lantz, Elmsdale, Shubenacadie, Milford and Mt Uniacke. Over the past six years approximately one 
third of the homes in East Hants have been reviewed through the PAIP program. This program is critical to 
keeping market assessments up to date. In 2011, $3,747,000 net was added to the tax roll (approx $40,000 
additional tax revenue) as a result of this program. 464 properties were reviewed, resulting in 67 assessment 
reductions and 138 assessment increases. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
M-10: Enhance organizational efficiency and effectiveness 

This project increases the accuracy of the municipal tax roll, which ensures precision in tax billing. 
Consequently, the tax burden for property improvements is borne by the property owners who directly 
benefit from their improvements. Historically, it has resulted in consistent increases in tax revenue.  

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

80 days (16 weeks) for one student 

Financial 
Resources: 

$11,636 ($2,900 travel & Meals + $8,736 wages)  

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:    Increase in the tax roll 

 Number of properties reviewed    

Target:    $3,000,000 increase in residential assessment 

 400 properties reviewed 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Ability to hire a qualified summer student 

 Sufficient concentration of remaining unidentified improvements in the Municipality, such that the 
program can reasonably be expected to realize a positive net tax benefit in one summer 
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STAFFING COMPLIMENT 

Department of Finance Organizational Chart: 

 

 

  

Director of Finance 

Kim Ramsay, CMA 

Manager of Finance 

Susan Lawrence 

Financial Analyst 

Janice Taylor, CMA 

Accountant & Revenue 
Coordinator 

Susan Surette, CGA 

Receptionist/Tax Clerk 

Zura Borden 

Tax Administrator 

Margaret Lambe 

Accounts Receivable Clerk 

Carla Isenor 

Meter Reading Technician 
Brian MacInnis 

Payroll /Payables 
Administrator 

Debbie MacDonald 

Tax Collection Officer 

Brian Enfield 

Administrative Assistant 

Erika Sheehy 
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OPERATING BUDGET 

DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE BUDGET 

 

Table 8: Department of Finance Budget. 

 

 

  

2011/2012 

Projection

2011/2012 

Budget

2012/2013 

Budget

*   SALARIES/HONORARIUMS & BENEFITS 988,780$           609,591$           920,166$           

*   STAFF TRAINING AND EDUCATION 2,500$               5,900$               5,050$               

*   SUPPLIES 16,804$             16,860$             16,520$             

    6200  ADMINISTRATION FEE 350$                   350$                   350$                   

    8020  EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 400$                   400$                   400$                   

    6100  ADVERTISING -$                       500$                   500$                   

    6105  POSTAGE 22,000$              20,000$              22,800$              

    6115  TELEPHONE 3,700$                4,900$                3,700$                

    6116  CELLULAR TELEPHONE 1,200$                1,800$                1,860$                

    6135  MEETING EXPENSE 36$                     -$                       -$                       

*   OTHER OPERATIONAL COSTS 27,686$             27,950$             29,610$             

    6076  COMPUTER SUPPORT 76,000$              76,000$              77,200$              

    8100  PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 66,033$              66,033$              62,000$              

    8110  CONTRACTS/ AGREEMENTS 3,500$                4,000$                4,000$                

*   SERVICES ACQUIRED 145,533$           146,033$           143,200$           

    8180  TAX EXEMPTIONS 268,936$             268,936$             636,300$             

*   EXEMPTIONS/REBATES 268,936$           268,936$           636,300$           

    9730  ASSESSMENT COSTS 376,399$             383,938$             391,617$             

*   TRANSFERS TO AGENCIES 376,399$           383,938$           391,617$           

    9310  UNCOLLECTIBLE ACCOUNTS 25,000$              25,000$              25,000$              

    9330  ASSESSMENT APPEALS 45,000$              45,000$              45,000$              

*   TRANSFERS TO OWN RESERVES 70,000$             70,000$             70,000$             

    9300  BANK/FINANCE CHARGES 18,750$              19,250$              19,250$              

*   FISCAL SERVICES/DEBT 18,750$             19,250$             19,250$             

**  EXPENSES 1,915,388$        1,548,458$        2,231,713$        

*** TOTAL EXPENDITURE (REVENUE) 1,915,388$        1,548,458$        2,231,713$        
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DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS 

 

Table 9: Department of Finance Budget Highlights for Fiscal Year 2012/2013. 

Description Amount 
Impact On 

GTR USR Reserves 

ONE-TIME PROJECTS     

Gore Fire Department Bookkeeping (one-time SAP charge) $2,610    

Risk Management & Internal Control Study (previously budgeted 
in 2011-12) 

$15,000   $15,000 

Property Data Collection Program Student $7,716    

Sub-Total One-Time Projects $25,326   $15,000 

 

Table 3: Reconciliation of Significant Budget-to-Budget Variances 

 

Description Amount

INCREASES / (DECREASES) IN EXPENSES

Finance & Taxation Salaries & Benefits (Increments, Increased Pension Costs, Adjustments) 28,856$             

Salary Adjustments & Allowances for organizational initiatives

2011/12 Amount Transferred from Administration Cost Centre 85,000$             

2012/13 Increase in expected Salary & Benefits Adjustments 30,000$             

Annual Pension Special Payment 166,719$           

Decrease in Staff Training Expense (850)$                 

Net increase in Supplies & various Operating Expenses 1,320$               

Increase in Tax Exemptions (includes $357,305 increase due to Sportsplex) 367,364$           

Decrease in Professional Services related to 2011/12 AP Link Electronic Vendor Payment Initiative (9,000)$             

Increase in other Professional Services (includes $4,967 increase in audit & actuarial fees) 6,167$               

Increase in Assessment Costs 7,679$               

Sub-Total Expense Variances 683,255$           

(INCREASES) / DECREASES IN TRANSFERS FROM RESERVES

Decrease in transfer from reserves related to 2011/12 AP Link Electronic Vendor Payment Initiative 9,000$               

Transfer to fund Pension Special Payment (166,719)$         

Sub-Total Reserve Funding Variances (157,719)$         

NET IMPACT ON GENERAL TAX RATE 525,536$           
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DEPARTMENT STRATEGY 

DEPARTMENT OF OPERATIONAL SERVICES - MISSION STATEMENT 

To provide effective, efficient and quality services to our residents and businesses within East Hants as well as 

ensure the public safety while protecting our environment. 

The mission statement is achieved by implementing the following objectives: 

 Ensuring complaints are addressed quickly with superior customer service from the tax payers within East 

Hants. 

 Ensure the Water Treatment Plants, Water Distribution systems and Waste Management Centre operate 

within Regulatory Approvals and take immediate action on any out of compliance issues to protect the 

Public. 

 Ensure environmental regulatory parameters are monitored and corrected if necessary to protect the 

environment. 

 Ensuring roads and sidewalks are maintained at an adequate level to address public safety.  

 Set-up contractor meetings to address service concerns from the public when utilizing contracted 

services. 

 Educate the public and provide information through mail outs and newspaper articles. 

 Provide quick response for critical emergencies when the public or environment is at risk. 

 Ensure infrastructure is maintained in a reliable and cost effective manner. 

 Provide engineering and operational input for all related infrastructure and energy related projects. 
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SUMMARY OF SERVICES PROVIDED 

DEPARTMENT OF OPERATIONAL SERVICES 

The Department of Operational Services provides essential services for the residents and commercial businesses 

within East Hants.  These services include: 

 Water Treatment and Distribution 

Treated water and water distribution for the Shubenacadie and Regional water system consisting of 

Enfield, Elmsdale and Lantz. 

 Wastewater Collection and Treatment 

Wastewater collection and treatment for the Regional system, Milford and Shubenacadie. 

 Solid Waste and Recyclables Collection 

Collection of solid waste, recyclables and organics from nearly 9000 homes and businesses. 

 Occupational Health & Safety 

Compliance with Nova Scotia Department of Labour and Advanced Education regulations. 

 Operating Service Contracts and Capital Projects 

Providing Project Management and Contract Administration for many operating service contracts and 

assigned capital projects; provide Commissioning services for all capital infrastructure projects. 

 Infrastructure Maintenance 

Providing maintenance and repairs to above and below ground infrastructure related to water, sewer and 

many Operational Services structures and buildings. 

 Water Education 

Providing education to residents and businesses with respect to waste related issues. 

 Provincial Operating Approvals 

Providing necessary data and information in relation to Operating Approval required by the Provincial 

Department of Environment.  These Approvals relate to the Waste Management Centre, Water Treatment 

Plants and Wastewater Treatment Plants. 

 Various Waste Management Programs 

Providing programs for household hazardous waste, illegal dumpsite cleanup, derelict vehicles and 

electronic recycling. 

 Road and Sidewalk Maintenance 

Providing oversight of road and sidewalk maintenance and transportation related activities. 

 Capital and Operating Budgeting 

Working closely with Finance and Engineering on Capital and Operating Budgets. 

 Environmental Compliance 
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Ensuring Waste Management Centre, Water Utilities and Sewers are operated in accordance with 

environmental Permits and Approvals to Operate. 

 Development of Operating Standards, Guidelines, By-Laws, Policies and Manuals 

Writing standards, guidelines, by- laws, policies and operations manuals related to areas of responsibility.  

 Assistance in Infrastructure and Energy Projects 

Reviewing and providing engineering and operational related input for related infrastructure and energy 

related projects. 
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PRIORITY 1 - ONE-TIME PROJECTS AND NEW SERVICES  

The following are the planned priority one-time projects and new services that can be realistically achieved for 

the Department of Operational Services for the 2012/2013 fiscal year.  These priority one-time projects and new 

services are in addition to the day-to-day operations of the Department and may vary from year-to-year.  The 

priorities listed below are categorized by the Departments service areas described in the “Summary of Services 

Provided” Section.    

Occupational Health & Safety 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

OH&S Plan for Operational Services Department 

Overview: Develop and maintain a systematic approach to meet Nova Scotia Occupational Health & Safety regulations and 
the Municipality’s OH&S Policy Manual.   
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
Aligns with Mission Statement by creating a high quality of life. 

 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

OH&S is a part of the job description of all employees. 

Financial 
Resources: 

 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   To be determined as part of the plan development, but may be number of site inspections.    

Target:   To be determined as part of the plan development, but may be 6 site inspections. 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Institutionalization of OH&S 

 Director consistently demonstrating value in supporting OH&S initiatives  

 

Infrastructure Maintenance 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Manhole Repairs  

Overview: NS Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal is repaving part of Hwy. 2 and the costs associated with manhole 
adjustments will be charged to the Municipality. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
Not applicable 

 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

none 

Financial 
Resources: 

$25,000 (funded by reserves) 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   Not applicable    

Target:   Not applicable 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Not applicable, project is not managed by MEH 
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Project/ 
Service:   

Sewer Lateral Repairs 

Overview: Repair the sewer standpipes in the Elmwood Drive area that are missing or broken.  Damaged sewer standpipes 
can allow infiltration of surface runoff water into the sanitary sewer system, thus reducing the usable capacity 
of the Municipality’s wastewater infrastructure. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
Aligns with Strategic Direction #9 Enhance organizational efficiency and effectiveness. 

 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

30 days of operator work 

Financial 
Resources: 

$15,000 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   Replaced standpipes     

Target:   20 replaced standpipes 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Emergency repairs do not overwhelm the department 

 Weather 

 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

New Tools (Partly a Water Utility Initiative - Allsystems) 

Overview: Purchase new tools for repairs to public works infrastructure.  New tools can reduce the time to conduct 
repairs and maintenance projects. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
Aligns with Strategic Direction #9 Enhance organizational efficiency and effectiveness. 

 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

 

Financial 
Resources: 

$18,345 ($8,155 funded in the Water Utility) 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   Not applicable 

Target:   Not applicable 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Not applicable 

 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Brush Clearing  

Overview: Conduct brush clearing on the dykes at Lantz Lagoon on an annual basis.  Root systems from brush can damage 
the dykes. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 
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Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
Aligns with Strategic Direction #9 Enhance organizational efficiency and effectiveness. 

 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

none 

Financial 
Resources: 

$1,500 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   Brush minimized on dykes 

Target:   Brush minimized on dykes 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Estimated budget will be allocated for this routine maintenance. 
 

 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Electrical Maintenance at the Enfield WTP (Water Utility Initiative) 

Overview: Add four (4) more PLC input locations at the Enfield Water Treatment Plant.  Spare inputs/ports would save 
time in case of a faulty input. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
Aligns with Strategic Direction #9, Enhance organizational efficiency and effectiveness. 

 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

none 

Financial 
Resources: 

$5,000 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   new PLC ports 

Target:   4 new PLC ports 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Estimated budget will be allocated for this project or service. 
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PRIORITY 2 - ONE-TIME PROJECTS AND NEW SERVICES  

The following are one-time projects or new services that will be acted on in the fiscal year if time and resources 

are available beyond the Priority 1 projects and services and Council priorities identified throughout the year. 

Infrastructure Maintenance 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Demolish water tower (Water Utility Initiative) 

Overview: Demolish the old Shubenacadie water tower. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 
Aligns with Mission Statement creating a quality of life. 

 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

none 

Financial 
Resources: 

$35,000 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   Not applicable 

Target:   Demolished structure and debris transferred 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Estimated budget will be allocated for this project or service. 
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STAFFING COMPLIMENT 

Department of Operational Services Organizational Chart: 

 

  

Acting Director of Operational Services 

Victoria Pianarosa 

Operations Manager for 
Public Works 

Vacant 

Water Treatment Plant 
Operator ODRC 

Dwayne Lightle 

Water Treatment 
Plant Operator 

Jay Shaw 

Water Distribution 
System Operator 

Peter VanTol 

Water Distribution 
System Operator 

(Contract)  

Dana Wallace 

 

Waste Water Treatment 
Plant Operator ODRC 

Les Parker 

 

Waste Water Treatment 
Plant Operator 

Charlie Thompson 

Labourer -Operator in 
Training 

Paul MacDonald 

Labourer-Operator in 
Training 

Vacant 

Solid Waste 
Manager 

Heidi Achenbach 

Landfill Foreman 

Mike Brown 

Landfill Equipment 
Operator 

Roger MacPhee 

Landfill Equipment 
Operator 

Tim Burns 

Scalehouse Operator 

Mary Oliver 

Waste Reduction 
Educator 

Andrea Trask 

Civil Engineering 
Technologist 

Brian Hebb 

Operational 
Services Technician 

Ed McQuillan 

Administrative Assistant 

Cindy MacHardie 
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OPERATING BUDGET 

DEPARTMENT OF OPERATIONAL SERVICES BUDGET 

Table 10A: Department of Operational Services Budget General Tax Rate. 

 

2011/2012 

Projection

2011/2012 

Budget

2012/2013 

Budget

    4015  OTHER AREA RATES (77,227)$           (77,227)$           (45,527)$           

    4850  WASTE TRANSFER DU FEE -$                     -$                     -$                     

*   TAXES (77,227)$          (77,227)$          (45,527)$          

    4871  SALE OF RECYCLABLES -$                     -$                     (94,094)$           

    4820  SCRAP METAL (111,838)$          (50,000)$           (80,000)$           

    4840  TIPPING FEES (301,000)$          (378,000)$          (325,000)$          

    4860  WASTE COLLECTION FEES (58,000)$           (58,000)$           (70,580)$           

    4870  WESTHANTS WASTE (95,000)$           (95,000)$           -$                     

*   SALE OF SERVICES (565,838)$        (581,000)$        (569,674)$        

    4801  DAIRY COMMISSION REVENUE (16,000)$           (16,000)$           (16,000)$           

    5045  SALE OF COMPOST BINS (150)$                (150)$                (150)$                

    5426  MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE (100)$                (100)$                (100)$                

*   REVENUE FROM OWN SOURCES (16,250)$          (16,250)$          (16,250)$          

    4802  HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE (4,000)$             (4,000)$             (4,000)$             

    4807  RRFB DIVERSION CREDITS (80,000)$           (80,000)$           (70,000)$           

    5580  RESOUCE RECOVERY FUND BOARD (70,522)$           (70,522)$           (85,799)$           

*   TRANSFERS FROM OTHER GOVTS/AGENCIE (154,522)$        (154,522)$        (159,799)$        

**  REVENUES (813,837)$        (828,999)$        (791,250)$        

*   SALARIES/HONORARIUMS & BENEFITS 514,377$         503,281$         514,770$         

*   STAFF TRAINING AND EDUCATION 3,050$             6,075$             11,575$           

*   SUPPLIES 85,367$           103,250$         53,611$           

    6032  UNIFORMS/CLOTHING 1,300$              1,300$              1,300$              

    7110  CHEMICALS -$                     2,200$              2,200$              

    8070  ENFORCEMENT 1,550$              2,000$              2,000$              

    8035  PROGRAMS MATERIALS/SUPPLIES 500$                 500$                 500$                 

    8020  EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 33,500$             33,500$             33,500$             

    6100  ADVERTISING 8,390$              8,100$              7,400$              

    6105  POSTAGE 1,400$              600$                 900$                 

    6115  TELEPHONE 2,000$              2,000$              2,000$              

    6116  CELLULAR TELEPHONE 3,425$              2,425$              4,000$              

    6135  MEETING EXPENSE 400$                 500$                 500$                 

    6145  EQUIPMENT RENTAL 9,600$              8,800$              8,600$              

    6150  INSURANCE 11,853$             13,003$             15,782$             

    6160  PROMOTION 9,700$              9,500$              9,700$              

    8130  LICENCES/PERMITS 200$                 200$                 200$                 

*   OTHER OPERATIONAL COSTS 83,818$           84,628$           88,582$           
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Table 1A: Department of Operational Services’ Budget General Tax Rate (cont’d) 

 

2011/2012 

Projection

2011/2012 

Budget

2012/2013 

Budget

    6076  COMPUTER SUPPORT -$                     -$                     1,800$              

    7180  SOLID WASTE PROCESSING 514,250$           523,980$           613,151$           

    7190  SOLID WASTE COLLECTION 694,654$           694,654$           860,762$           

    7200  SOLID WASTE TRANSPORTING 217,677$           229,963$           207,182$           

    8050  SNOW REMOVAL 98,000$             98,000$             103,000$           

    8055  JANITORIAL 8,160$              8,160$              8,160$              

    8100  PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 59,580$             55,825$             57,825$             

    8110  CONTRACTS/ AGREEMENTS 214,368$           229,268$           218,009$           

*   SERVICES ACQUIRED 1,806,689$      1,839,850$      2,069,889$      

    7500  VEHICLE REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE 3,000$              2,000$              3,000$              

    7520  VEHICLE INSURANCE 1,774$              -$                     1,863$              

    7590  FUEL (GAS/DIESEL) 24,050$             20,300$             25,500$             

*   VEHICLES 28,824$           22,300$           30,363$           

    6175  HEATING FUEL 4,000$              4,000$              4,000$              

    6180  POWER 80,530$             85,030$             30,975$             

    6185  WATER 1,400$              1,400$              1,500$              

    7040  BLDG REPAIRS & MAINT 12,000$             12,000$             2,000$              

    7070  BUILDING/FACILITY RENTAL 3,786$              3,786$              3,786$              

    7080  PROP/GROUNDS R&M 4,000$              4,000$              4,000$              

    7100  ELECTRICAL MAINT. -$                     -$                     9,420$              

    7130  SAFETY EQUIPMENT 2,150$              2,150$              2,150$              

    7150  SECURITY 1,030$              1,030$              1,030$              

*   BUILDINGS/PLANTS/PROPERTY 108,896$         113,396$         58,861$           

    9728  ROADS 269,126$           268,074$           276,117$           

*   TRANSFERS TO AGENCIES 269,126$         268,074$         276,117$         

    9620  APPROP SRF OP 8,097$              8,097$              6,387$              

*   TRANSFERS TO OWN RESERVES 8,097$             8,097$             6,387$             

    9030  INTEREST ON LANDFILL DEBT 71,185$             71,185$             68,650$             

    9040  INTEREST ON PAVING DEBT 26,560$             26,560$             21,150$             

    9065  INTEREST ON STORM WATER DEBT 2,335$              2,335$              2,290$              

    9100  INTEREST ON WASTE REDUCTION DEBT 22,365$             22,365$             20,130$             

    9105  INTEREST ON STREETLIGHT DEBT -$                     -$                     11,970$             

    9226  DEBENTURE ISSUANCE COSTS 555$                 555$                 560$                 

    9300  BANK/FINANCE CHARGES 900$                 900$                 900$                 

*   FISCAL SERVICES/DEBT 123,900$         123,900$         125,650$         

**  EXPENSES 3,032,144$      3,072,851$      3,235,805$      

*** TOTAL EXPENDITURE (REVENUE) 2,218,307$      2,243,852$      2,444,555$      
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Table 1B: Department of Operational Services Budget Urban Service Rate. 

 

 

 

 

2011/2012 

Projection

2011/2012 

Budget

2012/2013 

Budget

    4015  OTHER AREA RATES (1,840,454)$       (1,841,631)$       (1,735,357)$       

    4017  WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT FEE (250,404)$          (250,404)$          (373,861)$          

*   TAXES (2,090,858)$     (2,092,035)$     (2,109,218)$     

    4301  Federal Properties-Grant in Lieu (12,663)$           (12,663)$           (12,700)$           

*   GRANTS IN LIEU (12,663)$          (12,663)$          (12,700)$          

    5130  SEWER HOOKUP (30,500)$           (30,000)$           (27,500)$           

    5301  SEWER USAGE (7,870)$             (7,870)$             (7,600)$             

    5320  SEWER INFRASTRUCTURE CHARGE -$                     -$                     -$                     

    5426  MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE (39,000)$           (39,000)$           (39,500)$           

*   REVENUE FROM OWN SOURCES (77,370)$          (76,870)$          (74,600)$          

    5825  OTHER TRANSFERS (440,000)$          (400,000)$          (400,000)$          

*   TRANSFER FROM OWN RESERVE/AGENCIES (440,000)$        (400,000)$        (400,000)$        

    4815  OBLIGATORY INFRASTRUCTURE REVENUE -$                     -$                     (125,483)$          

*   DEFERRED REVENUE -$                     -$                     (125,483)$        

**  REVENUES (2,620,891)$     (2,581,568)$     (2,722,001)$     

*   SALARIES/HONORARIUMS & BENEFITS 405,576$         423,692$         409,342$         

*   SUPPLIES 17,350$           17,350$           7,450$             

    7110  CHEMICALS 16,100$             16,100$             12,600$             

    6200  ADMINISTRATION FEE 64,970$             64,970$             73,305$             

    7000  ALLSYSTEMS EXPENSE 36,162$             36,162$             54,149$             

    6100  ADVERTISING 500$                 500$                 -$                     

    6145  EQUIPMENT RENTAL 500$                 500$                 500$                 

    6150  INSURANCE 3,971$              2,020$              13,220$             

    8120  LEASES 600$                 600$                 600$                 

*   OTHER OPERATIONAL COSTS 122,803$         120,852$         154,374$         

    6076  COMPUTER SUPPORT 10,681$             10,681$             15,740$             

    6195  FIRE PROTECTION 476,080$           476,080$           516,897$           

    8050  SNOW REMOVAL 78,800$             78,800$             86,500$             

    8100  PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 5,200$              4,200$              130,283$           

    8110  CONTRACTS/ AGREEMENTS 84,000$             87,000$             122,000$           

*   SERVICES ACQUIRED 654,761$         656,761$         871,420$         
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Table 1B: Department of Operational Services Budget Urban Service Rate.  (cont’d) 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF OPERATIONAL SERVICES BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS 

 

Table 2: Department of Operational Services’ Budget Highlights for Fiscal Year 2012/2013. 

Description Amount 
Impact On 

GTR USR Reserves 

ONE-TIME PROJECTS     

Manhole Repairs  $25,000   $25,000 

New Tools   ($8,155 funded in the Water Utility) $18,345  10,190  

Sewer Lateral Repairs  $15,000  $15,000  

Electrical Maintenance at the Enfield WTP (Water Utility 
Initiative) 

$5,000    

Demolish Water Tower (Water Utility Initiative) $35,000    

Sub-Total One-Time Projects $98,345  $25,190 $25,000 

NEW SERVICES     

Brush Clearing $1,500  $1,500  

Sub-Total New Services $1,500  $1,500  

2011/2012 

Projection

2011/2012 

Budget

2012/2013 

Budget

    6180  POWER 333,110$           333,110$           168,230$           

    7040  BLDG REPAIRS & MAINT 700$                 700$                 700$                 

    7030  BLDG ELECTRICAL R&M 400$                 400$                 400$                 

    7080  PROP/GROUNDS R&M 1,600$              1,100$              2,900$              

    7090  MECHANICAL MAINT. 26,500$             27,000$             27,000$             

    7100  ELECTRICAL MAINT. 8,500$              8,500$              27,180$             

    7105  PLANT & EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 2,500$              2,000$              2,000$              

    7120  EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT 11,000$             11,000$             11,000$             

    7130  SAFETY EQUIPMENT -$                     -$                     -$                     

*   BUILDINGS/PLANTS/PROPERTY 384,310$         383,810$         239,410$         

    9610  APPROP SRF CAPITAL 24,000$             24,000$             -$                     

    9620  APPROP SRF OP 99,143$             99,143$             130,875$           

    9630  APPROPRIATION TO CAPITAL FUND 30,000$             30,000$             70,000$             

*   TRANSFERS TO OWN RESERVES 153,143$         153,143$         200,875$         

    9060  INTEREST ON SEWER DEBT 71,875$             71,875$             69,850$             

    9105  INTEREST ON STREETLIGHT DEBT -$                     -$                     24,640$             

    9115  INTEREST ON SIDEWALK DEBT 319,425$           319,425$           296,470$           

    9180  PRINCIPAL ON SEWER DEBT 73,340$             73,340$             75,030$             

    9225  PRINCIPAL ON SIDEWALK DEBT 355,180$           355,180$           366,945$           

    9226  DEBENTURE ISSUANCE COSTS 6,140$              6,140$              6,195$              

*   FISCAL SERVICES/DEBT 825,960$         825,960$         839,130$         

**  EXPENSES 2,563,903$      2,581,568$      2,722,001$      

*** TOTAL EXPENDITURE (REVENUE) (56,988)$          -$                     -$                     
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Table 3A: Reconciliation of Significant Budget-to-Budget Variances: General Tax Rate Budget 

 

Description Amount

(INCREASES) / DECREASES IN REVENUES

Decrease in Streetlight Area Rates in Other-Than-USR areas due to LED Streetlight conversion 31,700$             

New anticipated revenue from the Sale of Recyclables (94,094)$           

Increase in Scrap Metal Fees (based on rolling 3 year average of actual fees received) (30,000)$           

Increase in School Board Collection Fees (12,580)$           

Increase in Resource Recovery Fund Board Enforcement Grant (15,277)$           

Decrease in Tipping Fees (volume is reduced) 53,000$             

Decrease in West Hants Waste Revenue (contract will not be renewed in 2012) 95,000$             

Decrease in RRFB Diversion Credits (less funding available) 10,000$             

Sub-Total Revenue Variances 37,749$             

INCREASES / (DECREASES) IN EXPENSES

Salaries & Benefits (Increments, Increased Pension Costs, Adjustments) 11,489$             

Net increase in Staff Training Expense (funded by the RRFB Enforcement Grant) 5,500$               

Net decrease in Supplies Expense due to:

Non-recurring 2011/12 Energy Conservation Program Recoverable Costs (16,500)$           

Non-recurring purchase of shipping container for green cart storage 5,736$               

Decrease in Landfill Small Equipment Costs (22,800)$           

Non-recurring purchase of green carts (sufficient remaining inventory for 2012/13) (18,750)$           

Net increase in other various Supplies 2,675$               

Net increase in Other Operational Costs (includes a $2,759 increase in the cost of insurance) 3,954$               

Net increase in the cost of Services Acquired due to:

Increase in Solid Waste Collection Costs (includes $136,601 increase in recyclable costs) 166,108$           

Decrease in Solid Waste Transporting Costs (includes 3% recyclable unit price increase offset by 

35% volume decrease due to non-renewal of West Hants contract (22,781)$           

Increase in Solid Waste Processing Costs (offset by new revenue from Sale of Recyclables) 89,171$             

Decrease in Electronics Special Collections Costs (4,699)$             

Decrease due to non-renewal of Construction & Demolition Collections (13,000)$           

Net increase in Landfill Site Operations related to improving diversion efficiency & completing 

work on cells 5,000$               

Net Increase in Snow Removal Costs 5,000$               

Net increase in various Other Services Acquired 5,240$               

Increase in Vehicle Expense (includes $5,200 additional fuel costs) 8,063$               

Net decrease in Utility Costs related primarily to LED Streetlights in Other-Than-USR areas (53,955)$           

Decrease in non-recurring Building Repair & Maintenance Costs (10,000)$           

Increase in Electrical Maintenance Expense related to LED Streetlights in Other-Than-USR areas 9,420$               

Net increase in transfers (includes $8,043 increase in transfers for Roads) 6,333$               

Net increase in Debt Servicing Costs (includes $11,970 Interest Costs related to the LED Streetlight 

conversion in Other-Than-USR areas) 1,750$               

Sub-Total Expense Variances 162,954$           

(INCREASES) / DECREASES IN TRANSFERS FROM RESERVES

Transfer to fund Witnik Computer Software (1,800)$             

Decrease in transfers related to Waste C&D Collection & Organics Carts 22,000$             

Decrease related to 2011/12 Solid Waste & Energy Conservation Program reserve transfer 45,000$             

Sub-Total Reserve Funding Variances 65,200$             

NET IMPACT ON GENERAL TAX RATE 265,903$           
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Table 3B: Reconciliation of Significant Budget-to-Budget Variances: Urban Service Rate Budget 

Description Amount

(INCREASES) / DECREASES IN REVENUES

Decrease in Sewer Hook-up & Usage Revenue 2,770$               

Increase in Grant & Miscellaneous Revenue (537)$                 

Increase in Obligatory Infrastructure Revenue (transfers from Obligatory Infrastructure reserves 

to fund Sewer Capacity Studies, which are no longer considered capital under new PSAB Tangible 

Capital Asset Accounting Standards (125,483)$         

Sub-Total Revenue Variances (123,250)$         

INCREASES / (DECREASES) IN EXPENSES

Salaries & Benefits (Reassignments & Adjustments) (14,350)$           

Net decrease in Supplies Expense due to:

Non-recurring 2011/12 Energy Conservation Program Recoverable Costs (16,500)$           

Increase in Milford Sewer Expense Small Equipment Costs & Miscellaneous Supplies 6,600$               

Net increase in Other Operational Expense due to:

Increase in Administration Fees charged from other cost centres 8,335$               

Net increase in Allsystems Expense due to:

Increase in Small Equipment Expense resulting from New Tools Initiative (USR portion) 10,190$             

Increase in Vehicle Expense (5th vehicle added) 6,833$               

Net increase in various other Allsystems Expenses 964$                  

Increase in Insurance Expense (includes $7,190 related to LED Streetlights) 11,200$             

Decrease in Chemical Costs & Advertising Expense (4,000)$             

Increase in Professional Services Expense ($125,483 related to Sewer Capacity Studies transferred 

from Capital, due to new PSAB-TCA Accounting Standards 126,083$           

Increase in UARB regulated Fire Protection Service Fee to the Water Utility 40,817$             

 Increase in Computer Support Expense 5,059$               

Increase in Snow Removal Costs (includes $5,500 due to 1.07 km of added sidewalks in Shubenacadie) 7,700$               

Increase in Contracts & Agreements Expense due to:

Increase in cost of Manhole Repairs (Priority 1 Initiative) 22,500$             

Cost of Sewer Lateral Repairs (Priority 1 Initiative) 15,000$             

Net decrease in other Contracts & Agreements related Expenses (2,500)$             

Net decrease in Power Costs (due to LED Streetlight conversion, net of 4% forecast increase in 

Wastewater Treatment Plant Power) (164,880)$         

Increase in Electrical Maintenance Expense (due to LED Streetlight conversion) 18,680$             

Increase in various Property & Grounds Maintenance Costs 1,800$               

Increase in Transfers to Own Reserves 47,732$             

Net increase in Debt Servicing Costs (includes $24,640 Interest on Streetlight Debt) 13,170$             

Sub-Total Expense Variances 140,433$           

(INCREASES) / DECREASES IN TRANSFERS FROM RESERVES

Net increase in transfers related to Manhole Repairs (NSTIR Paving) (20,000)$           

Net decrease in transfers from prior year Surpluses 8,232$               

Decrease related to 2011/12 LED Streetlight Energy Conservation Program reserve transfer 16,500$             

Decrease related to 2011/12 Shubie Sidewalk Expense reserve transfer 5,000$               

Sub-Total Reserve Funding Variances 9,732$               

NET IMPACT ON URBAN SERVICE RATE 26,915$             
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DEPARTMENT STRATEGY 

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVLEOPMENT - MISSION STATEMENT 

To provide advice and services that lead to an improvement in the quality of the built environment and ensure 

safer buildings in which to live, work and gather. 

This mission statement is achieved by the implementation of the following objectives: 

 Develop land use planning policy that protects natural resources, reduces conflict, and encourages the 

efficient development and servicing of land. 

 Provide GIS service and end-user education to the entire organization.  

 Collect and interpret population and demographic information. 

 Ensure all new construction and renovations comply with the National Building Code of Canada. 

 Work cooperatively with property owners to ensure compliance with minimum fire safety standards 

pursuant to the Fire Safety Act. 

 Educate the public and provide prompt enforcement of applicable by-laws. 

 Provide prompt and consistent processing of applications for subdivision, site plan approval, variances, 

civic numbers, road names, development permits, rezoning, and development agreements. 

 Make building and development related information understandable and available to the public.  

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT – EAST HANTS OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN 

The East Hants Official Community Plan is a general statement of the objectives and policies outlining the form, 

scope, and character of land uses and servicing requirements for the Municipality and its various communities and 

planned districts. 

This Plan promotes both the overall quality of the Municipality and provides focused direction for future 

residential and commercial growth, agricultural and environmental protection, heritage preservation, community 

and open space development, transportation planning, provisions for municipal services and infrastructure 

management and amenities, and enhanced social well-being.  Additionally, the Plan embraces forward thinking by 

outlining thirty-six (36) major long-term projects which should be reviewed during its existence.  The purpose 

being to get out ahead of tomorrow’s issues, concerns, challenges, and opportunities by acting versus reacting. 

The East Hants Official Community Plan was adopted by Municipal Council to guide land use and development 

decisions, as well as to establish detailed planning for communities and their neighbourhoods.  The Plan consists of 

three documents typically used to plan communities.  They are the Municipal Planning Strategy (MPS), Land Use 

By-law (LUB), and Subdivision By-law.   

The fourteen specific goals of the East Hants Official Community Plan were defined after a four year Planning 

Review process and extensive public participation process.  The following goals provide the basis for objectives, 

policies, regulations, and provisions contained in this Plan. 

 

1. To manage growth for orderly and economical development in context with servicing programs. 

2. To create complete and self sufficient communities. 
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3. To preserve and protect the natural environment and agricultural lands within the Municipality. 

4. To provide increased opportunities for a variety of business and employment activities. 

5. To support the preservation and protection of areas, buildings, sites and features that illustrate and 

enhance the Municipality’s heritage and character. 

6. To balance opportunities for walking, bicycling, and public transit with opportunities for traveling by car 

within the Municipality. 

7. To address the social, cultural, leisure and recreation needs of the community and Municipality. 

8. To provide opportunities for a variety of housing to satisfy the needs of all people. 

9. To manage and direct orderly infrastructure expansion to minimize and eliminate urban sprawl. 

10. To reinforce village centers as the focal point of commercial and community activity within communities. 

11. To allow flexible policies and regulations which permit opportunities for the principles of new urbanism to 

be incorporated into residential and subdivision design and development. 

12. To facilitate the creation of jobs for local residents. 

13. To enhance livability in the Municipality’s communities by creating strategies which improve the quality 

of community life and the well being of East Hants residents. 

14. To create communities that are both attractive and functional. 
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SUMMARY OF SERVICES PROVIDED 

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

The Planning and Development Department provides professional planning advice to Council, a number of 

development related services to the public and some internal support to other Departments through the following 

service areas: 

 Planning and Research  

Planning Staff provide research and advice to the CAO and Council on a wide range of planning related 

issues relevant to East Hants.  Areas of research include proposed changes to land use policy and 

regulation, rezoning and development agreement applications, demographic and population projections, 

changing provincial legislation, by-laws and policies, and municipal elections (i.e., enumeration and 

polling district review). 

 Development Control  

Development Control Staff administer existing land use regulations through the issuance of subdivision 

approval, site plan control, variances, and development permits.  

 

 Fire Inspection  

Under the Fire Safety Act, the Municipality is obligated to maintain a system of fire inspections for 

different classes of buildings (i.e., industrial buildings, churches/community halls, apartment buildings 

with more than 3 units, retail buildings, and restaurants).  Under this system approximately 1000 buildings 

in East Hants must be inspected and then re-inspected on a 3-5 year cycle.   

 

 Building Inspection  

Building inspection staff are responsible for reviewing building plans to ensure they meet building code 

requirements, issuing permits, and carrying out inspections at 6 stages of construction (i.e., footings, 

foundation/underground plumbing, pre-slab insulation, framing & rough plumbing, insulation & vapour 

barrier, and final). 

 By-law Enforcement (shared with Administration Department)  

Enforcement activity is coordinated monthly with the Municipal By-law Enforcement Officer as well as 

staff from other departments.  Planning and Development Staff are fully responsible for enforcing the 

Land Use By-law, Building By-law/code as well as other planning related documents.  However, the bulk 

of enforcement cases involve Part 15 of the MGA (Dangerous & Unsightly Premises) and this responsibility 

is shared with Administration.  Generally, Planning & Development Staff take all cases that involve 

structures and share other files.  

 

  Geographic Information System (GIS)  

The Planning & Development Department is responsible for maintaining the municipal GIS system and 

preparing thematic mapping as needed throughout the organization.  This includes providing support and 

education to TownSuite users across the Municipality.   
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Civic Numbering & Road Naming  

The Municipality’s Civic Addressing Coordinator is responsible for maintaining a data base with just under 

10,000 civic addresses.  New addresses are generally created with the development of property.  The 

Coordinator also approves and lists new road names and road name changes. 

 Private Road Maintenance Agreements  

The Municipality enables private road associations to have their road fees collected by the Municipality 

along with property taxes.  The Planning & Development Department facilitates these arrangements by 

negotiating road maintenance agreements and providing a resource to these associations requiring 

mapping and other information.  
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PRIORITIY 1 ONE-TIME PROJECTS AND NEW SERVICES 

The following are the planned priority one-time projects and new services that can be realistically achieved for 

the Department of Planning and Development for the 2012/2013 fiscal year.  These priority one-time projects and 

new services are in addition to the day-to-day operations of the Department and may vary from year-to-year.  The 

priorities listed below are categorized by the Departments service areas described in the “Summary of Services 

Provided” Section.    

PLANNING & RESEARCH 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Socio-demographic Study 

Overview: Following the release of 2011 Census data, Planning Staff will prepare an updated socio-demographic study that 
provides a breakdown of population and demographic trends within various regions of East Hants as well as 
provide 25 year population projections.  
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus. 
Current demographic and population information is important for a number of reasons but clearly align with the 
first strategic direction  in the plan: “Generation of economic opportunities for growth” 

Alignment with the Planning & Development Department Strategic Plan 

From the Departmental Objectives: “Collect and interpret population and demographic 
information” 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

6-8 days 

Financial 
Resources: 

Nominal (e.g., internal printing) 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:  Completion of the project prior to the next reporting period    
Target:  To provide a report that is as useful and requested as the previous report prepared following the 2006 
Census. 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Sufficient time is available from the Project Planner and other staff to complete the project 

 Census data is released in a timely fashion 
 

 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Growth Management Area/Growth Reserve Area Boundary Review 

Overview: A study is required to ensure GMA/GRA boundaries, which were originally set in 2001, are appropriate or 
whether they should expand.  If the boundaries are to be expanded the study should outline the most 
appropriate locations to do so based on land use criteria as well as cost of servicing.  The study is to be 
completed with the sewer capacity study that Engineering Services intend to undertake. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus. 
Aligns with strategic Directions 1 and 8 of the East Hants Strategic Plan 

Alignment with the East Hants Official Community Plan 
Policy P3-18 of the MPS requires that such a study be done 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

Work to be performed by consultant with support from staff.  Estimated 10-15 days for P&D 
Staff.  Engineering Services Staff will also be involved. 

Financial 
Resources: 

$20,000 (funded by reserves) 
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Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:  Completed study that leads to amendments to the East Hants Official Community Plan before the 
next reporting period 
Target:  To have current information on which to make boundary decisions 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 $20,000 allocated in budget 

 Engineering Services proceed with the Sewer Capacity Study this year 

 Suitable proposals within budget submitted 

 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Floodplain & Lidar Study 

Overview: The floodplain zones along the Shubenacadie and a portion of the Nine Mile River are based on information 
from a floodplain study conducted in 1998.  Information has emerged in the past few years indicating that some 
of the information in that study is inaccurate.  In addition, technology has advanced such that Lidar imagery of 
the floodplain would enable very accurate floodplain mapping.  Therefore, this study is intended to update the 
earlier study and provide a higher degree of accuracy. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus. 
Consistent with Strategic Directions 8 and 10. 

Alignment with the East Hants Official Community Plan 
Consistent with Policies P8-25 and P8-30 to establish floodplain zones  

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

Study performed by consultant with support from staff.  Estimated 12-16 days of P&D staff 
involvement.  Engineering Services Staff may also be involved. 

Financial 
Resources: 

$60,000 (funded by reserves) 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:  Study complete on time and budget to the satisfaction of staff and Council. 
Target:  Provide information useful to update floodplain zoning information. 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 $60,000 budget approved (HRM has also been asked to participate and contribute) 

 Staff time available 

 Suitable proposals within budget submitted 

 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Hwy 214/Lantz Interchange Traffic Study 

Overview: TIR has asked the Municipality to participate in traffic study to determine current need for Lantz Interchange 
and determine effect of possible location change requested by a developer.  Impact of possible future inland 
terminal will also be considered in study. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus. 
Consistent with Strategic Directions 1, 5 & 8. 

Alignment with the East Hants Official Community Plan 
Policy 10-17 of MPS outlines Municipality’s desire for Lantz Interchange and encourages a study to be 
undertaken. 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

Study to be completed by consultant.  Study RFP will be administered by TIR with MEH Planning 
& Engineering Staff sitting on steering committee.  Estimated 3-5 days for Director of P&D with 
additional support from GIS Technician and Admin support. 

Financial 
Resources: 

$37,500(Municipal Portion, funded by reserves) 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:  Study should clearly outline when Lantz Interchange should be built and if location should change.    
Target:  Study completed on time and on budget. 
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Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Estimated budget will be allocated for this project 

 TIR participates and budgets for its portion of the study 

 Planning & Engineering staff are available to participate on steering committee 

 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Climate Change Action Strategy 

Overview: Following on from the ICSP the Municipality will be required to prepare a Climate Change Action Strategy.  
Further details of this strategy will be provided by the provincial government. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus. 
Without further details from the Provincial Government regarding this strategy it is difficult to determine the 
alignment with the strategic plan or focus of this project but it appears to align with strategic direction 10 of 
the East Hants Strategic Plan. 

Alignment with the Planning & Development Department Strategic Plan 
Without further details of this strategy it is difficult to determine its alignment with the Planning & 
Development Strategic Plan but it appears to align with the mission to develop land use planning policy that 
protects natural resources, reduces conflict, and encourages the efficient development and servicing of land’. 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

10-15 days for P&D Staff. 

Financial 
Resources: 

Nominal (e.g., internal printing, advertisements in local newspaper) 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:  Completion of the project by the deadline to be set by the Provincial Government.    
Target:  To complete the strategy as per the requirements to be set by the Provincial Government. 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Province releases guidance document in a timely fashion 

 Sufficient time is available from P&D staff to complete the project. 

 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Municipal Election/Enumeration 

Overview: Planning Staff will provide substantial support to Clerk’s Office and Municipal Returning Officer during 
enumeration and 2012 election. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus. 
CAO has directed that this support be provided. 

Alignment with the Planning & Development Department Strategic Plan 
From the Departmental Objectives: “Collect and interpret population and demographic information” and 

“Provide GIS service and end-user education to the entire organization.”  

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

10-12 days of Planning & Development Technician, additional support from Director, GIS 
Technician & admin support. 

Financial 
Resources: 

Nominal (e.g., internal printing, travel) 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:  All information and mapping required for enumeration and election are completed by deadlines. 
Target:  Information provided meets requirements of Municipal Returning Officer. 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Information and mapping requests are provided  with sufficient lead times 

 Input and collaboration from required Departments. 

 Sufficient staff time made available, particularly P&D Tech. 
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Project/ 
Service:   

Municipal Design Awards 

Overview: In 2010 the Municipality held a design awards ceremony where projects identified for their contribution to good 
design were recognized.  The design awards were a success and staff recommend hosting another design 
awards event in early 2013 to help encourage further good design in the Municipality. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus. 
Aligns with Strategic Directions 1, 3, 5 and 10 of the East Hants Strategic Plan. 

Alignment with the Planning & Development Department Strategic Plan 
Encouraging good design aligns with many of the goals of the Community Plan including goals 2, 5, 10, 11, and 
14. 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

2-3 days of P&D staff time. 

Financial 
Resources: 

$1,000 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:  Completion of the project prior to the next reporting period.    
Target:  To determine candidates for a design award and to organize an awards ceremony where certificates 
will be provided to the projects recognized for their contribution to good design. 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 

 Sufficient development projects have been completed which warrant a nomination for a design award. 

 Interest by the development community for the design awards. 

 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Civic Numbering Enforcement 

Overview: Two previous civic numbering compliance checks have been completed which identified properties not 
displaying their civic numbers correctly.  A further check of civic numbers is planned for summer 2012 to 
identify the remaining properties which have still not displayed their civic number correctly despite reminders 
from the Municipality.   

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus. 
This aligns with the East Hants Strategic Plan mission statement of respecting the interests of its citizens by 
protecting the citizens in the event of an emergency responder having to visit the property. 

Alignment with the Planning & Development Department Strategic Plan 
This project aligns with goal 13 of the East Hants Community Plan. 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

Due to limited P&D staff resources the civic numbering compliance checking will be completed 
by a summer student.  P&D staff will undertake the administration of the project with 10 days 
worth of time  

Financial 
Resources: 

4 weeks at $15/hr is $2,100 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:  For the civic numbering compliance checks to be completed by the end of summer 2012.    
Target:  To identify any remaining properties not displaying their civic numbers appropriately. 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 

 Successfully employing a planning intern summer student 
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PRIORITY 2 - ONE-TIME PROJECTS AND NEW SERVICES  

The following are important one-time projects or new services that may be acted on in the budget year if time and 

resources are available beyond the Priority 1 projects and services. 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Upper Sackville Watershed Study 

Overview: The Sackville River Association has expressed concern and has made comments regarding development 
alongside the Sackville River.  This project will review policies and regulations and where appropriate consider 
amendments to support the work of the Sackville River Association. 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus. 
This project aligns with strategic directions 7, 8 and 10 of the Strategic Plan. 

Alignment with the Planning & Development Department Strategic Plan 
This project is identified in the adopted MPS as a future project in policy P14-5.  

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

10-15 days for P&D staff.   

Financial 
Resources: 

Nominal (e.g., internal printing, advertising in local newspaper) 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:  Completion of project prior to the next reporting period.  
Target:  Completed project which leads to amendments to policies and regulations before the next reporting 
period. 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Staff time available 

 Sufficient interest by Council to consider possible amendments to the policies and regulations. 

 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Enforcement Policy 

Overview: Currently, staff enforce by-laws with a number of accepted practices such as only acting on unsightly premises 
after a complaint has been received.  However, there is no actual policy to guide staff in the enforcement of 
by-laws.  This project would see the development of such a policy. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus. 
Project is consistent with Strategic Direction 9. 

Alignment with the Planning & Development Department Strategic Plan 

From the Departmental Objectives: “Educate the public and provide prompt enforcement of 

applicable by-laws.” 

 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

Led by Director with input from Enforcement Staff, Admin staff, CAO’s office and legal advice.  
Total of 6-8 days. 

Financial 
Resources: 

Nominal 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:  Project should result in a clear policy that leads to the consistent and efficient enforcement of by-
laws.    
Target:  Staff embrace policy as guiding document in enforcement duties. 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Staff time is available 

 Input and collaboration from all Departments. 
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Project/ 
Service:   

Fees Review 

Overview: A review of Planning & Development fees was undertaken in 2009.  Since this review staff have identified 
problems with the adoption of some of the fees.  This project will undertake a new review of the planning & 
development fees. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus. 
This project aligns with strategic direction 9 of the East Hants Strategic Plan. 

Alignment with the Planning & Development Department Strategic Plan 
This project will review the fees which cover costs associated with providing the departments services. 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

5-10 days for P&D staff. 

Financial 
Resources: 

Nominal (e.g., internal printing) 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:  Complete the project prior to the next reporting period.    
Target:  To complete the project introducing new fees which deal with the issues identified by staff. 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 

 Interest by Council to consider amendments to the P&D fees. 

 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Subdivision By-law Review 

Overview: The Subdivision By-law adopted in 2001 has been updated several times since then.  However, the document is 
almost unreadable with the constant cross referencing and dense language.  This project would see the 
document re-written to be more logical and understandable for both Staff and the public. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus. 
Consistent with Strategic Directions 5 & 9 

Alignment with the East Hants Official Community Plan 
Consistent with Part 1.8 of the MPS outlining the purpose of the Subdivision By-law 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

Primary research & drafting will be carried out by the Project Planner with support from the 
Senior Planner & Director.  Estimated total staff time is 20-25 days. 

Financial 
Resources: 

n/a 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:  Project should conclude with an amended by-law that is clear and understandable to staff and the 
public.    
Target:  No short term targets 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Time is available from key staff members 

 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Country Residential Review 

Overview: Currently some unserviced rural areas of East Hants are experiencing residential growth.  However, most rural 
areas outside of protected agricultural districts are zoned Rural Use (R4).  This is a general rural zone that 
permits a wide range of land uses.  Some of these uses could be incompatible with these emerging residential 
areas.  As a result, this project would see the development of a new land use designation and zone to 
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accommodate as-of-right residential development that excludes many rural uses permitted in the (R4) Zone. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus. 
Consistent with Strategic Direction 8. 

Alignment with the East Hants Official Community Plan 

Consistent with Objectives 13 & 14 of the MPS: 

13.        To enhance livability in the Municipality’s communities by creating strategies which 

improve the quality of community life and the well being of East Hants residents. 

14. To create communities that are both attractive and functional. 

 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

5-6 days for Planner with support from Director 

Financial 
Resources: 

nominal 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:  To develop policy and regulations for emerging residential areas that prevent land use conflict.    
Target:  No short term targets 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Time availability from critical staff 
 

 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Pedestrian Network Analysis 

Overview: This project will review the existing pedestrian network (sidewalks and trails) in the corridor area of the 
Municipality and consider where further investment should be directed.   

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus. 
Aligns with strategic direction 7 and 10 of the East Hants Strategic Plan 

Alignment with the  Planning & Development Department Strategic Plan 
Aligns with goals 6, 7 and 14 of the Community Plan. 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

10-15 days for P&D Staff.  Engineering Staff and Recreation and Culture Staff will also be 
involved. 

Financial 
Resources: 

  To undertake the project the costs will be nominal but there may be a financial impact of the 
outcomes of the project. 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:  To complete the project prior to the next reporting period.    
Target:  The project will provide a strategy for where further investment in the pedestrian network should be 
directed. 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 

 Interest from local residents in improving the pedestrian network 

 Input and collaboration from other departments 

 Interest from Council in the project 

 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Off-site Signage Enforcement (Excluded from the Budget) 

Overview: Complaints have been received from members of the public about the proliferation of illegal off-site signage, 
particularly on power poles.  Dept of Environment has been requested to enforce provincial regulations but to 
little effect.  As a result, the Municipality will engage a contractor to remove such signage in the summer of 
2012. 
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 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus. 
Consistent with Strategic Directions 6 & 8. 

Alignment with the East Hants Official Community Plan 

Consistent with Objectives 13 & 14 of the MPS: 

13.        To enhance livability in the Municipality’s communities by creating strategies which 

improve the quality of community life and the well being of East Hants residents. 

14. To create communities that are both attractive and functional. 

 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

Work to be undertaken by contractor under supervision of Director of P&D.  Estimated 1-2 days 
for Director with additional support from Admin Support. 

Financial 
Resources: 

$6,000 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:  Proliferation of illegal signage diminished and businesses hesitant to re-install.    
Target:  Signs on power poles reduced by 90% by end of summer 2012. 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Estimated budget will be allocated for this service. 

 Agreement of program from TIR, NSPI & DOE. 

 Suitable contractor can be located to do the work within budget. 
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STAFFING COMPLIMENT 

Department of Planning and Development Organizational Chart: 

 

  

Director of Planning and 
Development 

John Woodford 

Senior Planner 

Rachel Gilbert 

Project Planner 

Debbie Uloth 

Planning and 
Development 

Technician 

Kelly Ash 

GIS Technician 

Erin Berry 

Development Officer 

Ian Young 

Building Inspector 

Paul Himelman 

Building Inspector  

Dean Partridge 

Fire Inspector 

John Strickland 

Administrative Assistant (0.65) 

Pamela Mumford 
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OPERATING BUDGET 

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT BUDGET 

Table 11: Department of Planning and Development Budget. 

 

 

  

2011/2012 

Projection

2011/2012 

Budget

2012/2013 

Budget

    4809  PLANNING REVENUE (5,300)$             (4,000)$             (4,000)$             

    4811  DEVELOPMENT REVENUE (8,000)$             (15,000)$           (10,000)$           

*   SALE OF SERVICES (13,300)$          (19,000)$          (14,000)$          

    5101  BUILDING PERMITS (75,000)$           (100,000)$          (90,000)$           

    5426  MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE (6,427)$             (6,300)$             (6,450)$             

*   REVENUE FROM OWN SOURCES (81,427)$          (106,300)$        (96,450)$          

**  REVENUES (94,727)$          (125,300)$        (110,450)$        

*   SALARIES/HONORARIUMS & BENEFITS 633,328$         645,543$         730,051$         

*   STAFF TRAINING AND EDUCATION 3,950$             6,250$             6,250$             

*   SUPPLIES 16,250$           16,953$           12,700$           

    8070  ENFORCEMENT 800$                 1,200$              1,000$              

    6065  COMMITTEE COSTS 800$                 1,000$              2,000$              

    6100  ADVERTISING 10,500$             5,000$              8,000$              

    6105  POSTAGE 2,200$              2,200$              2,200$              

    6116  CELLULAR TELEPHONE 900$                 900$                 800$                 

*   OTHER OPERATIONAL COSTS 15,200$           10,300$           14,000$           

    6076  COMPUTER SUPPORT 8,000$              8,000$              8,000$              

    8100  PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 18,000$             58,000$             135,500$           

*   SERVICES ACQUIRED 26,000$           66,000$           143,500$         

    7500  VEHICLE REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE 1,000$              1,000$              1,000$              

    7520  VEHICLE INSURANCE 1,114$              1,114$              1,170$              

    7590  FUEL (GAS/DIESEL) 3,600$              3,200$              3,500$              

*   VEHICLES 5,714$             5,314$             5,670$             

    7130  SAFETY EQUIPMENT 400$                 600$                 500$                 

*   BUILDINGS/PLANTS/PROPERTY 400$                600$                500$                

**  EXPENSES 700,842$         750,960$         912,671$         

*** TOTAL EXPENDITURE (REVENUE) 606,115$         625,660$         802,221$         
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DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS 

 

Table 12: Department of Planning and Development Budget Highlights for Fiscal Year 2012/2013. 

Description Amount 
Impact On 

GTR USR Reserves 

ONE-TIME PROJECTS     

GMA/GRA Study $20,000   $20,000 

Floodplain & LIDAR Study $60,000   $60,000 

Hwy 214/Lantz Interchange Traffic Study $37,500   $37,500 

Municipal Design Awards $1,000 $1,000   

Civic Numbering Enforcement $2,100 $2,100   

Sub-Total One-Time Projects  $120,600 $3,100  $117,500 

PRIORITY 2 INITIATIVES EXCLUDED FROM THE BUDGET     

Off-site Signage Enforcement $6,000    

Sub-Total Excluded from the Budget $6,000    

 

Table 3: Reconciliation of Significant Budget-to-Budget Variances 

 

Description Amount

(INCREASES) / DECREASES IN REVENUES

Decrease in expected Building Permit Revenue 10,000$             

Net decrease in expected Development & Miscellaneous Revenue 4,850$               

Sub-Total Revenue Variances 14,850$             

INCREASES / (DECREASES) IN EXPENSES

Salaries & Benefits (Increments, Increased Pension Costs, Adjustments) 44,508$             

Salary & Benefit to support succession plan transfer of knowledge 40,000$             

Decrease in Small Equipment Expense (non-recurring purchases in 2011/12) (4,000)$             

Increase in Advertising Expense 3,000$               

Net decrease in various Supplies & Operating Expenses 447$                  

Net increase in Professional Services Expense due to:

2011/12 Air photography (20,000)$           

Floodplain Study (funded by reserves) 60,000$             

Hwy 214 Lantz/Interchange Traffic Study (funded by reserves) 37,500$             

Net increase in various Vehicle & Property Expenses 256$                  

Sub-Total Expense Variances 161,711$           

(INCREASES) / DECREASES IN TRANSFERS FROM RESERVES

Transfer to fund Growth Management Area Study (carried forward from 2011/12) (20,000)$           

Transfer to fund Floodplain Study (60,000)$           

Transfer to fund Hwy 214 Lantz/Interchange Traffic Study (37,500)$           

Transfer to fund the Core Village Follow-up Study (15,000)$           

Decrease in transfer to reserves from 2011/12 Air Photo Service & Core Village Follow-Up Study 35,000$             

Sub-Total Reserve Funding Variances (97,500)$           

NET IMPACT ON GENERAL TAX RATE 79,061$             
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DEPARTMENT STRATEGY 

DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND CULTURE – MISSION STATEMENT 

 

The Department of Recreation and Culture exists to support the promotion and responsible development of 

recreation, leisure and culture while operating under the belief that; 

1. Municipal recreation and leisure services is people and community-centered. 

2. Peoples needs and interests are of utmost importance in decision-making. 

3. Every resident has the right to recreation services. 

4. Equity is essential in all municipal programs and services. 

5. Efficiency and effectiveness within the preceding principles is important.   (Adopted by Council 1999) 

DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND CULTURE - STATEGIC ACTION AREAS 

 

The Department of Recreation and Culture’s strategic direction comes from the Council approved 2007 Recreation 

and Culture Strategic Plan and from the corporate wide 2008 Municipal Strategic Plan.  The approved strategic 

action areas for the Department of Recreation and Culture are as follows: 

 That the Municipality of East Hants sees the importance of promoting a healthy, active, community 

focused way of life for residents. 

 That the availability of recreational opportunities are such that, the citizens of East Hants do not have to 

travel outside of the Municipality to participate. 

 That the Municipality of East Hants is a major contributor to the development and maintenance of Trails 

and Open Space.  

 The Municipality of East Hants plays a significant role in the encouragement and support of Volunteers as 

individuals and as groups in their efforts to provide recreation, culture to their communities. 

 That the Municipality of East Hants is a leader in creating and encouraging opportunities for children 

youth and families to be physically active regardless of age, gender or economic situation. 

 That the Municipality of East Hants ensures the ability for Children Families and Youth to Participate in 

Water Safety and Aquatic activities in a year round capacity through a Municipally supported Aquatic 

Facility.  

 That the Municipality of East Hants be prepared to find creative solutions to support the needs of 

communities in their efforts to build, maintain and insure recreation and cultural facilities 

 That the Municipality of East Hants invests resources to provide affordable recreation programs for 

communities in East Hants. 
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SUMMARY OF SERVICES PROVIDED 

DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND CULTURE  

 

The Recreation and Culture Services Department has four main service areas: 

 Policy Development  

The department advises and reports on the development and execution of policy in the areas of 

Recreation and Culture and Heritage with some input into tourism, including grant applications for 

Community Grants and District Recreation Funds.  

 Public Access to Recreational Programs and Services  

The department works with individuals and communities to provide an affordable range of recreation 

programs and services. Staff focus on assisting the volunteers who are essential to this department. 

Assistance includes, but is not limited to:  

o Helping groups with managing meetings 

o Training volunteers 

o Leadership development 

o Developing parks, trails, natural areas, tourism, sports, cultural facilities and programs 

o Sharing and disseminating information 

o Helping groups find fiscal and human resources  

o Volunteer Recognition  

o Heritage promotion, registration and de-registration 

o Participation in the Provincial MPAL (Municipal Physical Activity Leadership) Initiative. This 

aspect of the Department of Recreation and Culture has a separate strategy.  

 Direct Program Delivery  

The department concentrates on direct program delivery. The Municipality operates a Swimming Pool in 

Milford. Other direct programs include:  

o Summer Day Camps  

o Outdoor swim lessons where the Pool cannot be accessed easily  

o Coach education, Movement Education 

o Occasional special events  

o After-school activities in partnership with host communities 

o Annual events; Howe High is Your Tide, Kite Festival, volunteer recognition. 

 Support for Heritage   

The Director of Recreation and Culture Services provides staff support to the Council on Heritage issues 

through the Recreation and Culture Committee. Some Department resources are directed there as well. 

  

http://www.easthants.ca/content/community-grant-application-1
http://www.easthants.ca/content/district-recreation-fund-application
http://www.easthants.ca/content/volunteer-nomination-information
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PRIORITY 1 - ONE-TIME PROJECTS AND NEW SERVICES  

The following are the planned priority one-time projects and new services that can be realistically achieved for 

the Department of Recreation and Culture for the 2012/2013 fiscal year.  These priority one-time projects and 

new services are in addition to the day-to-day operations of the Department and may vary from year-to-year.  The 

priorities listed below are categorized by the Departments service areas described in the “Summary of Services 

Provided” Section.    

 

Project/ 
Service:   

MPAL - Municipal Physical Activity Leadership 

Overview: This is a partnership between the Municipality and the Province of Nova Scotia Department of Health and 
Wellness. The intent is to improve Physical Activity levels throughout the Province through good policy 
development and improving the build environment. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service Year 2 0f a 5 year strategy 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 

 That the Municipality of East Hants sees the importance of promoting a healthy, active, 

community focused way of life for residents. 

 That the availability of recreational opportunities are such that, the citizens of East Hants 

do not have to travel outside of the Municipality to participate. 

 That the Municipality of East Hants is a leader in creating and encouraging opportunities 

for children youth and families to be physically active regardless of age, gender or 

economic situation. 

 That the Municipality of East Hants ensures the ability for Children Families and Youth to 

Participate in Water Safety and Aquatic activities in a year round capacity through a 

Municipally supported Aquatic Facility.  

 That the Municipality of East Hants be prepared to find creative solutions to support the 

needs of communities in their efforts to build, maintain and insure recreation and cultural 

facilities 

 That the Municipality of East Hants invests resources to provide affordable recreation 

programs for communities in East Hants. 

 

Alignment with the Department of Recreation and Culture Strategic Plan 
Further described in the Department’s Physical Activity Strategy 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

50% of the Program Coordinator/MPAL is dedicated to this project. (This is a permanent position 
already) 

Financial 
Resources: 

$20,000 (funded by a provincial grant). The funding support from the province is mostly 
targeted at implementation. 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   This project has a dedicated strategic plan based on the Logic model approach. There are 4 
pillars with associated inputs, activities, outputs and outcomes. The completion of these 
outcomes will be key to determining the performance measures.    

Target:   Completion of 1/3 of the target outcomes by end of 2013 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

The critical success factors in this project are: 

 Continued buy in from the Municipality as a whole 

 Continued funding from the Province 

 Maintaining existing staff contingent 
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Project/ 
Service:   

Youth Leadership Program 

Overview: The majority of recreational opportunities in East Hants are delivered by volunteers.  Unfortunately, the 
volunteer sector is in decline (both locally and nationally). In an effort to reverse this trend, we have 
determined the importance of training youth in usable skills to allow for the development of programming for 
all age groups throughout the municipality. This new Initiative sees the development of a Youth Leader 
Program designed to present usable leadership skills and to provide opportunities for these skills to be utilized 
in real life situations under the guidance of trained staff. This program also creates opportunity for youth to be 
involved in their communities and further develop their strengths and abilities as leaders of tomorrow. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 

 That the Municipality of East Hants sees the importance of promoting a healthy, active, 

community focused way of life for residents. 

 That the availability of recreational opportunities are such that, the citizens of East Hants 

do not have to travel outside of the Municipality to participate. 

 The Municipality of East Hants plays a significant role in the encouragement and support 

of Volunteers as individuals and as groups in their efforts to provide recreation, culture to 

their communities. 

 That the Municipality of East Hants is a leader in creating and encouraging opportunities 

for children youth and families to be physically active regardless of age, gender or 

economic situation. 

 That the Municipality of East Hants invests resources to provide affordable recreation 

programs for communities in East Hants. 

 

Alignment with the Department of Recreation and Culture Strategic Plan 
The same as above 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

This will be part of the duties of the full time Program coordinator. It will represent approx 35 
hours of work time 

Financial 
Resources: 

$500 (externally funded) 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   As this is a new Program we will continue to use the Logic model approach. At this time not all 
information is in place however a safe measure will be that any number of Youth involved will 
be an increase in the number of new youth Leaders within our communities.    

Target:   It is anticipated that 10 youth will participate in the inaugural training camp 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Enrollment of Youth into the program. 

 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Community Use of the Indoor Sports Dome (Winter months) 

Overview: The new Indoor Sports dome offers significant recreation opportunities to the public however rental of the 
facility can be cost prohibitive to smaller groups, families and individuals. The proposal is to offer programming 
in an effort to see broader community access to this facility.  

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 

 That the Municipality of East Hants sees the importance of promoting a healthy, active, 

community focused way of life for residents. 

 That the availability of recreational opportunities are such that, the citizens of East Hants 

do not have to travel outside of the Municipality to participate. 
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 That the Municipality of East Hants is a leader in creating and encouraging opportunities 

for children youth and families to be physically active regardless of age, gender or 

economic situation. 

 That the Municipality of East Hants be prepared to find creative solutions to support the 

needs of communities in their efforts to build, maintain and insure recreation and cultural 

facilities 

 That the Municipality of East Hants invests resources to provide affordable recreation 

programs for communities in East Hants. 

 

Alignment with the Department of Recreation and Culture Strategic Plan 

 Same as above 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

This project will require time from  Program staff to coordinate and leads activities in the Dome 

Financial 
Resources: 

$2,000 this amount is requested in the 2012/13 operating budget 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   The success of this project  will be determined by the participation from the public in programs 
offered in the Dome 

Target:   To offer 6 -8 nights of Programming in the Dome over the winter months 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Desire of the public to make use of this new program 

 Appropriate times are available to offer the program 
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PRIORITY 2 - ONE-TIME PROJECTS AND NEW SERVICES  

 

The following are one-time projects or new services that will be acted on in the fiscal year if time and resources 

are available beyond the Priority 1 projects and services and Council priorities identified throughout the year. 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Carpet Bowling League 

Overview: This is an extension of the project completed in 2011 where three carpet bowling lanes were provide to three 
areas within East Hants. The success of this project has lead to a request to add two more lanes. 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 

 That the Municipality of East Hants sees the importance of promoting a healthy, active, 

community focused way of life for residents. 

 That the availability of recreational opportunities are such that, the citizens of East Hants 

do not have to travel outside of the Municipality to participate. 

 That the Municipality of East Hants is a leader in creating and encouraging opportunities 

for children youth and families to be physically active regardless of age, gender or 

economic situation. 

 That the Municipality of East Hants be prepared to find creative solutions to support the  

needs of communities in their efforts to build, maintain and insure recreation and cultural 

facilities 

 That the Municipality of East Hants invests resources to provide affordable recreation 

programs for communities in East Hants. 

 

Alignment with the Department of Recreation and Culture Strategic Plan 
Same as above 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

3 person days of staff time 

Financial 
Resources: 

$6,000 (to be funded externally) 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   Increase in the number of bowlers from 2011/12 to 2012/13 

Target:   16-32 new bowlers 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Successful application for external funding 

 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Outdoor Gym Program (Excluded from the budget) 

Overview: To install outdoor fitness equipment which will enhance the built environment, creating opportunities for youth 
and adults to be physically active on their own time in conjunction with their children’s play or as part of their 
normal routines. 

 One-Time Project  Phase 2 of a two phase project     New Service 
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Strategic 
Alignment: 

Alignment with the Municipality of East Hants Strategic Plan and/or CAO’s Strategic Focus 

 That the Municipality of East Hants sees the importance of promoting a healthy, active, 

community focused way of life for residents. 

 That the availability of recreational opportunities are such that, the citizens of East Hants 

do not have to travel outside of the Municipality to participate. 

 That the Municipality of East Hants is a major contributor to the development and 

maintenance of Trails and Open Space.  

 That the Municipality of East Hants is a leader in creating and encouraging opportunities 

for children youth and families to be physically active regardless of age, gender or 

economic situation. 

 

Alignment with the Department of Recreation and Culture Strategic Plan 
Same as above 

Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

1 Person Day (Recreation Staff Only) 

Financial 
Resources: 

$15,000 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   Observed increase in use of outdoor facilities and positive public feedback. 
Reasonable wear on equipment consistent with regular use. 

Target:   Qualitative (increase observed use & observed reasonable wear on equipment) 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Public buy-in to use outdoor physical equipment to enhance their physical activity levels. 

 Community support of efforts to prevent vandalism. 

 

 

Project/ 
Service:   

Eco Tourism study (Excluded from the budget) 

Overview: A consultant-based study of potential outdoor recreational and nature tourism opportunities on the 

southern shore of the Bay of Fundy in East Hants, ideally jointly with West Hants.  Potential funding 

partners, in addition to West Hants, could include the departments of Health and Wellness and of 

Economic and Rural Development and Tourism and the Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency (ACOA).  

Study are could extend from South Maitland to Mantua, to bring in the DAR corridor, or even further 

afield to Lower Truro (with Colchester County/Truro interest/support) and Windsor (with West 

Hants/Windsor support). 
 

 One-Time Project      New Service 

 
 
 
Strategic 
Alignment: 

 

Alignment with the Department of Recreation and Culture Strategic Plan 

 That the Municipality of East Hants sees the importance of promoting a healthy, active, 

community focused way of life for residents. 

 That the availability of recreational opportunities are such that, the citizens of East Hants 

do not have to travel outside of the Municipality to participate. 

 That the Municipality of East Hants is a major contributor to the development and 

maintenance of Trails and Open Space.  
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Estimated 
Resources 
Required: 

Human 
Resources: 

This project will require some time from staff to prepare an RFP for consultant and to monitor 
the progress of the project. 

Financial 
Resources: 

$40,000 (1/3 funded externally) 

Performance 
Measure(s): 

Measure:   The success of this project will be determined based on the completion of a final consultant 
report and the subsequent development of a strategic plan for the promotion of Tourism in East 
Hants. 

Target:   Successful completion of consultant report by October 2012 

Critical 
Success 
Factor(s): 

 Buy-in from the volunteer not-for-profit sector as well as the small business sector in East Hants. 

 The consultant’s ability to effectively express the diverse tourism offerings of the three distinct areas 
found in East Hants. 
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STAFFING COMPLIMENT 

Department of Recreation and Culture Organizational Chart: 

 

  

Director of 
Recreation and 

Culture 

David Brown 

Coordinator of Community 
Recreation Services 

Jocelyn MacDonald 

Program 
Coordinator 

Corrine Giles 

Seasonal Staff  
(daycamp) 

Trails and 
Open Spaces 
Coordinator 

Dale Smith 

Coordinator of 
Aquatic Services 

Laura Croft 

Pool  

Staff 

Pool Program 
Supervisor 

Dan O’Brien 

Pool Reception 

Gwen Campbell 

Administrative 
Secretary  

Pamela 
Mumford 
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OPERATING BUDGET 

Table 13: Department of Recreation and Culture Budget 
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2011/2012 

Projection

2011/2012 

Budget

2012/2013 

Budget

   4015  OTHER AREA RATES -$                     -$                     (6,198)$             

*   TAXES -$                     -$                     (6,198)$            

    5031  PROGRAM REVENUE (146,554)$          (146,554)$          (147,954)$          

*   SALE OF SERVICES (146,554)$        (146,554)$        (147,954)$        

    5040  FACILITY RENTALS (26,500)$           (26,500)$           (26,500)$           

    5046  POOL PRODUCT SALES (4,500)$             (4,500)$             (4,500)$             

*   REVENUE FROM OWN SOURCES (31,000)$          (31,000)$          (31,000)$          

    5570  RECREATION GRANT REVENUE (41,000)$           (47,000)$           (27,000)$           

*   TRANSFERS FROM OTHER GOVTS/AGENCIE (41,000)$          (47,000)$          (27,000)$          

    4813  GREEN SPACE CONTRIBUTIONS (84,000)$           (28,000)$           -$                     

*   DEFERRED REVENUE (84,000)$          (28,000)$          -$                     

**  REVENUES (302,554)$        (252,554)$        (212,152)$        

*   SALARIES/HONORARIUMS & BENEFITS 566,041$         572,045$         593,936$         

*   STAFF TRAINING AND EDUCATION 4,395$             7,500$             8,586$             

*   SUPPLIES 19,840$           16,940$           29,285$           

    6032  UNIFORMS/CLOTHING 950$                 950$                 950$                 

    7110  CHEMICALS 9,800$              9,800$              9,800$              

    7115  INVENTORY / GOODS FOR RESALE 3,800$              3,800$              3,800$              

    8060  COMMUNITY EVENTS 10,850$             10,850$             9,780$              

    8035  PROGRAMS MATERIALS/SUPPLIES 13,550$             13,550$             13,533$             

    6100  ADVERTISING 2,700$              2,700$              2,700$              

    6105  POSTAGE 1,300$              1,300$              1,300$              

    6115  TELEPHONE 700$                 700$                 750$                 

    6116  CELLULAR TELEPHONE 500$                 500$                 500$                 

    6145  EQUIPMENT RENTAL 310$                 310$                 250$                 

    6150  INSURANCE 5,703$              5,325$              6,260$              

    6160  PROMOTION 4,150$              4,150$              5,700$              

*   OTHER OPERATIONAL COSTS 54,313$           53,935$           55,323$           

    8055  JANITORIAL 26,400$             26,400$             28,800$             

    8100  PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 90,500$             50,500$             500$                 

    8110  CONTRACTS/ AGREEMENTS 3,251$              500$                 500$                 

*   SERVICES ACQUIRED 120,151$         77,400$           29,800$           

    6175  HEATING FUEL 5,500$              6,500$              5,500$              

    6180  POWER 46,000$             47,500$             50,825$             

    6185  WATER 734$                 734$                 734$                 

    7080  PROP/GROUNDS R&M 1,500$              1,500$              1,500$              

    7150  SECURITY 550$                 550$                 550$                 

*   BUILDINGS/PLANTS/PROPERTY 54,284$           56,784$           59,109$           
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Table 14: Department of Recreation and Culture Budget (cont’d) 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND CULTURE BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS 

 

Table 15: Department of Recreation and Culture Budget Highlights for Fiscal Year 2012/2013. 

Description Amount 
Impact On 

GTR USR Reserves 

ONE-TIME PROJECTS     

MPAL (funded by grant) $20,000    

Carpet Bowling League (externally funded) $6,000    

Sub-Total One-Time Projects $26,000    

NEW SERVICES     

Youth Leadership Program (externally funded) $500    

Community Program nights in the Sports Dome $2,000 $2,000   

Sub-Total New Services $2,500 $2,000   

PRIORITY 2 INITIATIVES EXCLUDED FROM THE BUDGET     

Eco-tourism study $40,000    

Outdoor Gym Project $15,000    

Sub-Total Excluded from the Budget $55,000    

 

2011/2012 

Projection

2011/2012 

Budget

2012/2013 

Budget
    8150  GRANTS/SUBSIDIES TO ORGANIZATIONS 160,714$           148,000$           167,648$           

*   GRANTS TO GROUPS 160,714$         148,000$         167,648$         

    7813  GREEN SPACE EXPENSES 84,000$             28,000$             18,000$             

*   TRANSFERS TO OWN RESERVES 84,000$           28,000$           18,000$           

    9300  BANK/FINANCE CHARGES 4,100$              4,100$              5,400$              

*   FISCAL SERVICES/DEBT 4,100$             4,100$             5,400$             

**  EXPENSES 1,067,838$      964,704$         967,087$         

*** TOTAL EXPENDITURE (REVENUE) 765,284$         712,150$         754,935$         
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Table 3: Reconciliation of Significant Budget-to-Budget Variances 

 

 

 

 

 

Description Amount

(INCREASES) / DECREASES IN REVENUES

Increase in Gore District Recreation Fund Area Rate (6,198)$             

Expected increase in Program Revenue (1,400)$             

Decrease in Office of Health Promotion & Protection Recreation Grant Revenue 26,000$             

Expected new Carpet Bowling Initiative funding (6,000)$             

Decrease in Green Space Contributions (reserves are depleted) 28,000$             

Sub-Total Revenue Variances 40,402$             

INCREASES / (DECREASES) IN EXPENSES

Salaries & Benefits (Increments, Increased Pension Costs, Adjustments) 21,891$             

Increase in Staff Training & Education (additional training for pool staff; additional conference 

expense) 1,086$               

Supplies for Carpet Bowling Initiative 6,000$               

Increase in Small Equipment for Pool Programs (microphone, tot dock, chairs) & other Supplies 6,345$               

Net increase in other Operational Costs 1,388$               

Recreation Needs/Facilities Assessment completed in 2011/12 (50,000)$           

Increase in Janitorial Costs 2,400$               

Net increase in Power & Heating Expenses 2,325$               

One-time increase due to Municipal Tourism Property Student Employment Grants 9,000$               

Increase in Grants to South Maitland Historical Society & Hants North Baseball 4,450$               

Increase in Gore District Recreation Funds 6,198$               

Decrease in Green Space Expense (reserves are depleted):

Outdoor Gym Equipment Initiative removed (15,000)$           

Elmwood Drainage Study added 5,000$               

Increase in bank charges 1,300$               

Sub-Total Expense Variances 2,383$               

(INCREASES) / DECREASES IN TRANSFERS FROM RESERVES

Increase in transfers from reserves to fund South Maitland and Hants East Grants (4,450)$             

Sub-Total Reserve Funding Variances (4,450)$             

NET IMPACT ON GENERAL TAX RATE 38,335$             


